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Top 10 Take-Home Messages to Reduce Risk of Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease Through Cholesterol Management

1. **In all individuals, emphasize a heart-healthy lifestyle across the life course.** A healthy lifestyle reduces atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) risk at all ages. In younger individuals, healthy lifestyle can reduce development of risk factors and is the foundation of ASCVD risk reduction. In young adults 20 to 39 years of age, an assessment of lifetime risk facilitates the clinician–patient risk discussion (see No. 6) and emphasizes intensive lifestyle efforts. In all age groups, lifestyle therapy is the primary intervention for metabolic syndrome.

2. **In patients with clinical ASCVD, reduce low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) with high-intensity statin therapy or maximally tolerated statin therapy.** The more LDL-C is reduced on statin therapy, the greater will be subsequent risk reduction. Use a maximally tolerated statin to lower LDL-C levels by ≥50%.

3. **In very high-risk ASCVD, use a LDL-C threshold of 70 mg/dL (1.8 mmol/L) to consider addition of nonstatins to statin therapy.** Very high-risk includes a history of multiple major ASCVD events or 1 major ASCVD event and multiple high-risk conditions. In very high-risk ASCVD patients, it is reasonable to add ezetimibe to maximally tolerated statin therapy when the LDL-C level remains ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L). In patients at very high risk whose LDL-C level remains ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) on maximally tolerated statin and ezetimibe therapy, adding a PCSK9 inhibitor is reasonable, although the long-term safety (>3 years) is uncertain and cost effectiveness is low at mid-2018 list prices.

4. **In patients with severe primary hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C level ≥190 mg/dL [≥4.9 mmol/L]), without calculating 10-year ASCVD risk, begin high-intensity statin therapy without calculating 10-year ASCVD risk.** If the LDL-C level remains ≥100 mg/dL (≥2.6 mmol/L), adding ezetimibe is reasonable. If the LDL-C level on statin plus ezetimibe remains ≥100 mg/dL (≥2.6 mmol/L) and the patient has multiple factors that increase subsequent risk of ASCVD events, a PCSK9 inhibitor may be considered, although the long-term safety (>3 years) is uncertain and economic value is low at mid-2018 list prices.

5. **In patients 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus and LDL-C ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L), start moderate-intensity statin therapy without calculating 10-year ASCVD risk.** In patients with diabetes mellitus at higher risk, especially those with multiple risk factors or those 50 to 75 years of age, it is reasonable to use a high-intensity statin to reduce the LDL-C level by ≥50%.

6. **In adults 40 to 75 years of age evaluated for primary ASCVD prevention, have a clinician–patient risk discussion before starting statin therapy.** Risk discussion should include a review of major risk factors (e.g., cigarette smoking, elevated blood pressure, LDL-C, hemoglobin A1C [if indicated], and calculated 10-year risk of ASCVD); the presence of risk-enhancing factors (see No. 8); the potential benefits of lifestyle and statin therapies; the potential for adverse effects and drug–drug interactions; consideration of costs of statin therapy; and patient preferences and values in shared decision-making.

7. **In adults 40 to 75 years of age without diabetes mellitus and with LDL-C levels ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L), at a 10-year ASCVD risk of ≥7.5%, start a moderate-intensity statin if a discussion of treatment options favors statin therapy.** Risk-enhancing factors favor statin therapy (see No. 8). If risk status is uncertain, consider using coronary artery calcium (CAC) to improve specificity (see No. 9). If statins are indicated, reduce LDL-C levels by ≥30%, and if 10-year risk is ≥20%, reduce LDL-C levels by ≥50%.

8. **In adults 40 to 75 years of age without diabetes mellitus and 10-year risk of 7.5% to 19.9% (intermediate risk), risk-enhancing factors favor initiation of statin therapy (see No. 7).** Risk-enhancing factors include family history of premature ASCVD; persistently elevated LDL-C levels ≥160 mg/dL (≥4.1 mmol/L); metabolic syndrome; chronic kidney disease; history of preeclampsia or premature menopause (age <40 years); chronic inflammatory disorders (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis,
psoriasis, or chronic HIV); high-risk ethnic groups (e.g., South Asian); persistent elevations of triglycerides ≥175 mg/dL (≥1.97 mmol/L); and, if measured in selected individuals, apolipoprotein B ≥130 mg/dL, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein ≥2.0 mg/L, ankle-brachial index <0.9 and lipoprotein (a) ≥50 mg/dL or 125 nmol/L, especially at higher values of lipoprotein (a). Risk-enhancing factors may favor statin therapy in patients at 10-year risk of 5-7.5% (borderline risk).

9. In adults 40 to 75 years of age without diabetes mellitus and with LDL-C levels ≥70 mg/dL-189 mg/dL (≥1.8-4.9 mmol/L), at a 10-year ASCVD risk of ≥7.5% to 19.9%, if a decision about statin therapy is uncertain, consider measuring CAC. If CAC is zero, treatment with statin therapy may be withheld or delayed, except in cigarette smokers, those with diabetes mellitus, and those with a strong family history of premature ASCVD. A CAC score of 1 to 99 favors statin therapy, especially in those ≥55 years of age. For any patient, if the CAC score is ≥100 Agatston units or ≥75th percentile, statin therapy is indicated unless otherwise deferred by the outcome of clinician–patient risk discussion.

10. Assess adherence and percentage response to LDL-C–lowering medications and lifestyle changes with repeat lipid measurement 4 to 12 weeks after statin initiation or dose adjustment, repeated every 3 to 12 months as needed. Define responses to lifestyle and statin therapy by percentage reductions in LDL-C levels compared with baseline. In ASCVD patients at very high-risk, triggers for adding nonstatin drug therapy are defined by threshold LDL-C levels ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) on maximal statin therapy (see No. 3).
Preamble

Since 1980, the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and American Heart Association (AHA) have translated scientific evidence into clinical practice guidelines with recommendations to improve cardiovascular health. These guidelines, which are based on systematic methods to evaluate and classify evidence, provide a foundation for the delivery of quality cardiovascular care. The ACC and AHA sponsor the development and publication of clinical practice guidelines without commercial support, and members volunteer their time to the writing and review efforts.

Clinical practice guidelines provide recommendations applicable to patients with or at risk of developing cardiovascular disease (CVD). The focus is on medical practice in the United States, but these guidelines are relevant to patients throughout the world. Although guidelines may be used to inform regulatory or payer decisions, the intent is to improve quality of care and align with patients’ interests. Guidelines are intended to define practices meeting the needs of patients in most, but not all, circumstances, and should not replace clinical judgment.

Recommendations for guideline-directed management and therapy, which encompasses clinical evaluation, diagnostic testing, and both pharmacological and procedural treatments, are effective only when followed by both practitioners and patients. Adherence to recommendations can be enhanced by shared decision-making between clinicians and patients, with patient engagement in selecting interventions on the basis of individual values, preferences, and associated conditions and comorbidities.

The ACC/AHA Task Force on Clinical Practice Guidelines strives to ensure that the guideline writing committee both contains requisite expertise and is representative of the broader medical community by selecting experts from a broad array of backgrounds, representing different geographic regions, sexes, races, ethnicities, intellectual perspectives/biases, and scopes of clinical practice, and by inviting organizations and professional societies with related interests and expertise to participate as partners or collaborators. The ACC and AHA have rigorous policies and methods to ensure that documents are developed without bias or improper influence. The complete policy on relationships with industry and other entities (RWI) can be found at [http://www.acc.org/guidelines/about-guidelines-and-clinical-documents/relationships-with-industry-policy](http://www.acc.org/guidelines/about-guidelines-and-clinical-documents/relationships-with-industry-policy).

Beginning in 2017, numerous modifications to the guidelines have been and continue to be implemented to make guidelines shorter and enhance “user friendliness.” Guidelines are written and presented in a modular knowledge chunk format, in which each chunk includes a table of recommendations, a brief synopsis, recommendation-specific supportive text and, when appropriate, flow diagrams or additional tables. Hyperlinked references are provided for each modular knowledge chunk to facilitate quick access and review. More structured guidelines—including word limits (“targets”) and a web guideline supplement for useful but noncritical tables and figures—are 2 such changes. This Preamble is an abbreviated version, with the detailed version available at: [https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/CIR.0000000000000625](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/CIR.0000000000000625).

Glenn N. Levine, MD, FACC, FAHA
Chair, ACC/AHA Task Force on Clinical Practice Guidelines
1. Introduction

1.1. Methodology and Evidence Review

The recommendations listed in the present guideline are, whenever possible, evidence based. An initial extensive evidence review, which included literature derived from research involving human subjects, published in English, and indexed in MEDLINE (through PubMed), EMBASE, the Cochrane Library, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and other selected databases relevant to the present guideline, was conducted from May 1980 to July 2017. Key search words included but were not limited to the following: hyperlipidemia, cholesterol, LDL-C, HDL-C, ezetimibe, bile acid sequestrants, PCSK9 inhibitors, lifestyle, diet, exercise, medications, child, adolescent, screening, primary prevention, secondary prevention, cardiovascular disease, coronary artery calcium, familial hypercholesterolemia. ASCVD risk-enhancing factors, statin therapy, diabetes mellitus, women, adherence, Hispanic/Latino, South Asian, African American. Additional relevant studies published through August 2018 during the guideline writing process, were also considered by the writing committee and added to the evidence tables when appropriate. The final evidence tables are included in the Online Data Supplement (https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/CIR.0000000000000625) and summarize the evidence used by the writing committee to formulate recommendations. References selected and published in the present document are representative and not all-inclusive.

As noted in the detailed version of the Preamble, an independent evidence review committee was commissioned to perform a formal systematic review of critical clinical questions related to cholesterol (Table 1), the results of which were considered by the writing committee for incorporation into the present guideline. Concurrent with this process, writing committee members evaluated study data relevant to the rest of the guideline. The findings of the evidence review committee and the writing committee members were formally presented and discussed, and then recommendations were developed. The systematic review for the 2018 Cholesterol Clinical Practice Guidelines (S1.1-1) is published in conjunction with the present guideline and includes its respective data supplements.

Numerical values for triglycerides, total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), and non–HDL-C are given in both mg/dL and mmol/L. To convert to mmol/L, the values in mg/dL for TC, LDL-C, HDL-C, and non–HDL-C were divided by 38.6 and for triglycerides, by 88.6.

On May 10, 2018 a writing committee member discussed their participation in an industry-supported, multicenter study, which they had thought was not relevant to this prevention guideline. However, when this was reviewed using specific ACC/AHA criteria it was considered to represent a relevant relationship with industry. Given the current policy that a prevention guideline writing committee member must be free of any relevant relationships with industry, this member was removed from the committee. The 2 sections authored by the writing committee member were removed and replaced by new material written by the guideline chairs, and the revised sections reviewed and approved by all remaining writing committee members. The writing committee member did not participate in any further guideline discussions or review of the manuscript or recommendations.
Table 1. ERC Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Section Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In adults ≥20 years of age with clinical atherosclerotic disease (e.g., CHD, peripheral artery disease, or CVD) or at high-risk of ASCVD, what are the magnitude of benefit (absolute reduction; NNT) in individual endpoints and composite ischemic events (e.g., fatal cardiovascular event, nonfatal MI, nonfatal stroke, unstable angina/revascularization) and magnitude of harm (absolute increase; NNH) in terms of adverse events (e.g., cancer, rhabdomyolysis, diabetes mellitus) derived from LDL-C lowering in large RCTs (&gt;1,000 participants and originally designed to last &gt;12 months) with statin therapy plus a second lipid-modifying agent compared with statin alone?</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) includes acute coronary syndrome (ACS), those with history of myocardial infarction (MI), stable or unstable angina or coronary or other arterial revascularization, stroke, transient ischemic attack (TIA), or peripheral artery disease (PAD) including aortic aneurysm, all of atherosclerotic origin.

ASCVD indicates atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CHD, coronary heart disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; ERC, Evidence Review Committee; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; MI, myocardial infarction; NNH, number needed to harm; NNT number needed to treat; and RCT, randomized controlled trial.

1.2. Organization of the Writing Committee

The writing committee consisted of medical experts including cardiologists, internists, interventionalists, a nurse practitioner, pharmacists, a physician assistant, a pediatrician, a nephrologist, and a lay/patient representative. The writing committee included representatives from the American Heart Association (AHA), American College of Cardiology (ACC), American Association of Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Rehabilitation (AACVPR), American Association Academy of Physician Assistants (AAPA), Association of Black Cardiologists (ABC), American College of Preventive Medicine (ACPM), American Diabetes Association (ADA), American Geriatrics Society (AGS), American Pharmacists Association (APHA), American Society for Preventive Cardiology (ASPC), National Lipid Association (NLA), and Preventive Cardiovascular Nurses Association (PCNA). Appendix 1 of the present document lists writing committee members’ relevant relationships with industry and other entities. For the purposes of full transparency, the writing committee members’ comprehensive disclosure information is available online (https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/CIR.0000000000000625).

1.3. Document Review and Approval

This document was reviewed by 21 official reviewers each nominated by the ACC, AHA, AAPA, ABC, ACPM, ADA, AGS, APHa, ASPC, NLA, and PCNA, as well as 27 individual content reviewers. Reviewers’ RWI information was distributed to the writing committee and is published in this document (Appendix 2).

This document was approved for publication by the governing bodies of the AHA, the ACC, AAPA, ABC, ACPM, ADA, AGS, APHa, ASPC, NLA, and PCNA.

1.4. Scope of the Guideline

The purpose of the present guideline is to address the practical management of patients with high blood cholesterol and related disorders. The writing committee reviewed previously published guidelines, evidence reviews, and related statements. Table S1 in the Web Supplement contains a list of publications.
and statements deemed pertinent. The primary sources of evidence are randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Most RCTs in this area have been performed with statins as the only cholesterol-lowering drug (S1.4-1–S1.4-3). Since the 2013 ACC/AHA cholesterol guideline (S1.4-4), newer cholesterol-lowering agents (nonstatin drugs) have been introduced and subjected to RCTs. They include ezetimibe and PCSK9 inhibitors, and their use is limited mainly to secondary prevention in patients at very high-risk of new atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) events. Most other patients with ASCVD are treated with statins alone. In primary prevention, statins are recommended for patients with severe hypercholesterolemia and in adults 40 to 75 years of age either with diabetes mellitus or at higher ASCVD risk. Throughout these guidelines similar to the 2013 guidelines, consistent attention is given to a clinician–patient risk discussion for making shared decisions. Besides major risk factors of the pooled cohort equations (PCE), the clinician–patient risk discussion can include other risk-enhancing factors, and when risk status is uncertain, a coronary artery calcium (CAC) score is an option to facilitate decision-making in adults ≥40 years of age. In children, adolescents, and young adults, identifying those with familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is a priority. However, most attention is given to reducing lifetime ASCVD risk through lifestyle therapies.

1.5. Class of Recommendation and Level of Evidence

Recommendations are designated with both a class of recommendation (COR) and a level of evidence (LOE). The class of recommendation indicates the strength of recommendation, encompassing the estimated magnitude and certainty of benefit in proportion to risk. The level of evidence rates the quality of scientific evidence supporting the intervention on the basis of the type, quantity, and consistency of data from clinical trials and other sources (Table 2) (S1.5-1).
Table 2. Applying Class of Recommendation and Level of Evidence to Clinical Strategies, Interventions, Treatments, or Diagnostic Testing in Patient Care* (Updated August 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS (STRENGTH) OF RECOMMENDATION</th>
<th>LEVEL (QUALITY) OF EVIDENCE‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS I (STRONG)</strong> Benefit &gt;&gt; Risk</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td>• High-quality evidence‡ from more than 1 RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is recommended</td>
<td>• Meta-analyses of high-quality RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is indicated/useful/effective/beneficial</td>
<td>• One or more RCTs corroborated by high-quality registry studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Should be performed/administered/other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comparative Effectiveness Phrases‡:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Treatment/strategy A is recommended/indicated in preference to treatment B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Treatment A should be chosen over treatment B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS Ia (MODERATE)</strong> Benefit &gt;&gt; Risk</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL B-R</strong> (Randomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td>• Moderate-quality evidence; from 1 or more RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is reasonable</td>
<td>• Meta-analyses of moderate-quality RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can be useful/ effective/beneficial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comparative Effectiveness Phrases‡:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Treatment/strategy A is probably recommended/indicated in preference to treatment B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• It is reasonable to choose treatment A over treatment B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS Ib (WEAK)</strong> Benefit &gt; Risk</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL B-NR</strong> (Nonrandomized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td>• Moderate-quality evidence; from 1 or more well-designed, well-executed nonrandomized studies, observational studies, or registry studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May/might be reasonable</td>
<td>• Meta-analyses of such studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May/might be considered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Usefulness/effectiveness is unknown/unclear/uncertain or not well established</td>
<td>• Physiological or mechanistic studies in human subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS III: No Benefit (MODERATE)</strong> Benefit = Risk</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL C-LD</strong> (Limited Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td>• Randomized or nonrandomized observational or registry studies with limitations of design or execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is not recommended</td>
<td>• Meta-analyses of such studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is not indicated/useful/ effective/beneficial</td>
<td>• Physiological or mechanistic studies in human subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Should not be performed/administered/other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS III: Harm (STRONG)</strong> Risk &gt; Benefit</td>
<td><strong>LEVEL C-EO</strong> (Expert Opinion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested phrases for writing recommendations:</td>
<td>Consensus of expert opinion based on clinical experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potentially harmful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Causes harm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Associated with excess morbidity/mortality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Should not be performed/administered/other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COR and LOE are determined independently (any COR may be paired with any LOE). A recommendation with LOE C does not imply that the recommendation is weak. Many important clinical questions addressed in guidelines do not lend themselves to clinical trials. Although RCTs are unavailable, there may be a clear clinical consensus that a particular test or therapy is useful or effective.

* The outcome or result of the intervention should be specified (an improved clinical outcome or increased diagnostic accuracy or incremental prognostic information).

† For comparative-effectiveness recommendations (COR 1 and Ila; LOE A and B only), studies that support the use of comparator verbs should involve direct comparisons of the treatments or strategies being evaluated.

‡ The method of assessing quality is evolving, including the application of standardized, widely used, and preferably validated evidence grading tools; and for systematic reviews, the incorporation of an Evidence Review Committee.

COR indicates Class of Recommendation; EO, expert opinion; LD, limited data; LOE, Level of Evidence; NR, nonrandomized; R, randomized; and RCT, randomized controlled trial.
1.6. Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning/Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABI</td>
<td>ankle-brachial index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>acute coronary syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>acquired immunodeficiency syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apoB</td>
<td>apolipoprotein B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR</td>
<td>absolute risk reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCVD</td>
<td>atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAC</td>
<td>coronary artery calcium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD</td>
<td>coronary heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK</td>
<td>creatine kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD</td>
<td>chronic kidney disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>Class of Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTT</td>
<td>Cholesterol Treatment Trialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR</td>
<td>estimated glomerular filtration rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH</td>
<td>familial hypercholesterolemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL</td>
<td>high-density lipoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>human immunodeficiency virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>low-density lipoprotein cholesterol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOE</td>
<td>Level of Evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lp(a)</td>
<td>lipoprotein (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>myocardial infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE</td>
<td>pooled cohort equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QALY</td>
<td>quality-adjusted life-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>rheumatoid arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>randomized controlled trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRR</td>
<td>relative risk reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWI</td>
<td>relationships with industry and other entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>statin-associated muscle symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>systematic review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>total cholesterol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLDL</td>
<td>very low-density lipoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLDL-C</td>
<td>very low-density lipoprotein cholesterol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. High Blood Cholesterol and ASCVD

2.1. Serum Cholesterol, Lipoproteins, and ASCVD

2.1.1. Cholesterol, Lipoproteins, and Apolipoprotein B

Serum cholesterol and its lipoprotein carriers (LDL, very low-density lipoprotein [VLDL], and HDL) are known to be related to ASCVD. LDL-C is the dominant form of atherogenic cholesterol. VLDL is the chief carrier of triglycerides, and VLDL cholesterol (VLDL-C) is also atherogenic. HDL-C is seemingly not atherogenic. Chylomicrons transport dietary fat; chylomicron atherogenicity is uncertain. The combination of LDL-C and VLDL-C is called non–HDL-C and is more atherogenic than either lipoprotein alone. The main protein embedded in LDL and VLDL is apolipoprotein B (apoB), and like non–HDL-C, apoB is a stronger indicator of atherogenicity than LDL-C alone.

2.1.2. Cholesterol, LDL-C, and ASCVD

Evidence that serum cholesterol contributes to ASCVD comes from several sources: animal studies, genetic forms of hypercholesterolemia, epidemiological studies, and RCTs. U.S. population studies (S2.1.2-1, S2.1.2-2) suggest that optimal total cholesterol levels are about 150 mg/dL (3.8 mmol/L), which corresponds to an LDL-C level of about 100 mg/dL (2.6 mmol/L). Adult populations with cholesterol concentrations in this range manifest low rates of ASCVD (S2.1.2-3). RCTs of cholesterol-lowering drugs in high-risk patients confirm that LDL-C lowering produces marked reductions in ASCVD. This confirms the general principle that “lower is better” for LDL-C (S2.1.2-4–S2.1-6). The present guideline looks to evidence from new RCTs to aid in the translation of RCT data to the individual patient to provide net benefit (S2.1.2-7).

2.1.3. LDL-C and Other Risk Factors

Although LDL-C is a primary cause of atherosclerosis, other risk factors contribute, as well. The major risk factors include cigarette smoking, hypertension, dysglycemia, and other lipoprotein abnormalities. Because atherosclerosis progresses with advancing age, a person’s age also counts as a risk factor. By combining all major risk factors into a prediction equation, an individual’s probability of developing ASCVD can be estimated. The Framingham Heart Study (S2.1.3-1) took the lead in creating risk-prediction equations. These were improved in the 2013 ACC/AHA cholesterol guidelines (S2.1.3-2) by compiling data from 5 community-based cohorts that were broadly representative of the U.S. population. These so-called population cohort equations have been validated in a large community-based U.S. population (S2.1.3-3). Initially, data from the Women’s Health Initiative, a contemporary multiethnic cohort of postmenopausal women, appeared to indicate that these pooled cohort equations overestimated ASCVD risk. However, when event surveillance was improved by data from Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, the authors found that the equations discriminated risk well (S2.1.3-4).

Several other factors associate with ASCVD, and in the present document these are called risk-enhancing factors. Projections of future risk derived from major risk factors and risk-enhancing factors can be used to adjust the intensity of LDL-lowering therapy.
2.2. Measurements of LDL-C and Non–HDL-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. In adults who are 20 years of age or older and not on lipid-lowering therapy, measurement of either a fasting or a nonfasting plasma lipid profile is effective in estimating ASCVD risk and documenting baseline LDL-C (S2.2-1–S2.2-6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>2. In adults who are 20 years of age or older and in whom an initial nonfasting lipid profile reveals a triglycerides level of 400 mg/dL (≥4.5 mmol/L) or higher, a repeat lipid profile in the fasting state should be performed for assessment of fasting triglyceride levels and baseline LDL-C (S2.2-1–S2.2-4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>3. For patients with an LDL-C level less than 70 mg/dL (&lt;1.8 mmol/L), measurement of direct LDL-C or modified LDL-C estimate is reasonable to improve accuracy over the Friedewald formula (S2.2-7–S2.2-9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>4. In adults who are 20 years of age or older and without a personal history of ASCVD but with a family history of premature ASCVD or genetic hyperlipidemia, measurement of a fasting plasma lipid profile is reasonable as part of an initial evaluation to aid in the understanding and identification of familial lipid disorders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synopsis

The standard calculation method for LDL-C is the Friedewald formula: LDL-C = (TC) – (triglycerides /5) – (HDL-C). When triglyceride levels are not elevated, this equation is sufficiently accurate. In hypertriglyceridemia, however, Friedewald-calculated LDL-C can be erroneous. After normal food intake, LDL-C differs minimally with time (S2.2-10). Fasting and nonfasting TC and HDL-C levels appear to have fairly similar prognostic value and associations with CVD outcomes (S2.2-1–S2.2-6, S2.2-11). Thus, nonfasting samples can be used for risk assessment in primary prevention and for assessment of baseline LDL-C levels before the initiation of a statin in primary and secondary prevention. If more precision is necessary, fasting lipids can be measured, but a nonfasting sample is reasonable for most situations. The unreliability of the Friedewald-calculated LDL-C levels appears to be greatest at lower levels of LDL-C, particularly <70 mg/dL (<1.8 mmol/L) (S2.2-7). Martin et al. have validated an approach to estimating LDL-C levels from a standard lipid panel when LDL-C levels is <70 mg/dL (<1.8 mmol/L) and triglycerides levels are >150 mg/dL (>1.7 mmol/L) (S2.2-7–S2.2-9).

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. If an individual has ingested an extremely high-fat meal in the preceding 8 hours, it may be prudent to assess lipids on another day after counseling the patient to avoid such meals. Documentation of the baseline LDL-C level will be useful in assessing the patient’s response to the initiation of statin therapy, if that is undertaken (S2.2-1–S2.2-6). Similarly, given relatively modest differences in LDL-C levels associated with the postprandial state, use of a nonfasting sample is effective to document baseline lipid levels before initiation of statin therapy in individuals with clinical ASCVD (S2.2-1–S2.2-6). In adults with a family history of premature ASCVD or genetic hyperlipidemia, a fasting lipid profile is reasonable for initial evaluation.
2. Given relatively modest differences in LDL-C levels between fasting and non-fasting samples, the latter is generally adequate to document baseline lipid levels prior to initiation of statin therapy (S2.2-1–S2.2-6).

3. The unreliability of the Friedewald-calculated LDL-C levels rises at lower levels of LDL-C, particularly <70 mg/dL (<1.8 mmol/L). If accurate measurements of LDL-C levels are needed at very low LDL-C, calculation adjustments can be used (S2.2-7–S2.2-9). Measurement of apoB may be useful in determining whether hypertriglyceridemia is an atherogenic condition (S2.2-12, S2.2-13).

4. In adults with a family history of premature ASCVD or genetic hyperlipidemia, a fasting lipid profile is reasonable for initial evaluation to aid in the understanding and identification of familial lipid disorders (S2.2-12, S2.2-13).

2.3. Measurements of Apolipoprotein B and Lipoprotein (a)

Two lipoprotein entities related to LDL-C are apoB and lipoprotein (a) [Lp(a)]. Because apoB is the major apolipoprotein embedded in LDL and VLDL, several investigators identify strength of association between apoB and ASCVD (S2.3-1). Others report a high correlation between apoB and non–HDL-C (S2.3-2). Under certain circumstances, particularly in patients with hypertriglyceridemia, the measurement of apoB may have advantages (S2.3-3). Nevertheless, apoB measurement carries extra expense, and its measurement in some laboratories may not be reliable (S2.3-4). A relative indication for its measurement would be triglyceride ≥200 mg/dL. A level >130 mg/dL corresponds to an LDL-C level ≥160 mg/dL and constitutes a risk-enhancing factor. A persistent elevation of apoB can be considered a risk-enhancing factor. Separately, Lp(a) is a modified form of LDL that appears to possess atherogenic potential (S2.3-5). Relative indications for its measurement are family history of premature ASCVD or personal history of ASCVD not explained by major risk factors. Lp(a) increases ASCVD risk especially at higher levels. Thus, if a decision is made to measure Lp(a), an Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL or ≥125 nmol/L, Lp(a) may be considered a risk-enhancing factor (S2.3-6). Current evidence shows that it should be considered in women only in the presence of hypercholesterolemia and with the understanding that the improvement in risk prediction in adult women in a large clinical trial was minimal (S2.3-7). In the present document, an elevation of Lp(a) is considered to be a risk-enhancing factor (S2.3-6). This is especially in those with higher Lp(a) values and, if used in women, only in the presence of hypercholesterolemia (S2.3-7).

2.4. Monitoring Response of LDL-C to Statin Therapy

In large RCTs of cholesterol-lowering therapy, LDL-C lowering has been consistently shown to reduce the risk of ASCVD. One large meta-analysis (S2.4-1) of statin clinical trials showed a progressive reduction in risk of major ASCVD events with lower on-treatment LDL-C levels. In another larger meta-analysis (S2.4-2) of 14 statin trials, it was observed that a 38.7-mg/dL (1-mmol/L) reduction of LDL-C levels is accompanied by a 21% reduction in ASCVD risk. In clinical practice, however, absolute responses in LDL-C to statin therapy depend on baseline LDL-C concentrations. A given dose of statins produces a similar percentage reduction in LDL-C levels across a broad range of baseline LDL-C levels. For this reason, a more reliable indicator of statin efficacy is percentage reduction. In the present document, the percentage reduction is used in follow-up monitoring of patients to estimate the efficacy of statin therapy. As a rough guide, a lowering of LDL-C levels of 1% gives an approximate 1% reduction in the risk of ASCVD—somewhat more at higher baseline LDL-C levels and somewhat less at lower baseline levels (S2.4-1).
3. Therapeutic Modalities

3.1. Lifestyle Therapies

3.1.1. Diet Composition, Weight Control, and Physical Activity

For many years, the AHA and ACC have recommended essentials of a healthy diet for the general public and for patients at risk for ASCVD. The current document supports evidence-based recommendations provided in the 2013 AHA/ACC guidelines on lifestyle management (S3.1.1-1, S3.1.1-2). Patients should consume a dietary pattern that emphasizes intake of vegetables, fruits, whole grains, legumes, healthy protein sources (low-fat dairy products, low-fat poultry (without the skin), fish/seafood, and nuts), and nontropical vegetable oils; and limits intake of sweets, sugar-sweetened beverages, and red meats. This dietary pattern should be adjusted to appropriate calorie requirements, personal and cultural food preferences, and nutritional therapy for other medical conditions including diabetes. Caloric intake should be adjusted to avoid weight gain, or in overweight/obese patients, to promote weight loss. In general, adults should be advised to engage in aerobic physical activity 3-4 sessions per week, lasting on average 40 minutes per session and involving moderate-to-vigorous-intensity physical activity.

3.1.2. Lifestyle Therapies and Metabolic Syndrome

Lifestyle therapies are particularly indicated for the metabolic syndrome, which is a cluster of risk factors associated with an increased risk of ASCVD, diabetes mellitus, and all-cause death (S3.1.2-1, S3.1.2-2). Metabolic syndrome is a risk-enhancing factor for ASCVD. The most widely used clinical definition of metabolic syndrome is that proposed by an international consortium of cardiovascular and diabetes organizations (S3.1.2-3). The diagnosis is made by the presence of any 3 of the following 5 risk factors: elevated waist circumference, elevated serum triglycerides, reduced HDL-C, elevated blood pressure, and elevated fasting glucose (Table S2 in the Web Supplement). Metabolic syndrome is closely linked to excess weight and particularly to abdominal obesity (S3.1.2-4). Therefore, the prevalence of metabolic syndrome has risen sharply among both adults and children as levels of overweight and obesity have risen. Metabolic syndrome is now found in approximately one-third of the adults in the United States (S3.1.2-5) and is likely underrecognized because of insufficient rates of screening. The prevalence of metabolic syndrome increases with age and very commonly occurs in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. See Table S2 in the Web Supplement.

3.2. Lipid-Lowering Drugs

Among lipid-lowering drugs, statins are the cornerstone of therapy, in addition to healthy lifestyle interventions. Other LDL-lowering drugs include ezetimibe, bile acid sequestrants, and PCSK9 inhibitors. Triglyceride-lowering drugs are fibrates and niacin; they have a mild LDL-lowering action, but RCTs do not support their use as add-on drugs to statin therapy (S3.2-1). Characteristics of LDL-lowering drugs are summarized in Table S3 in the Web Supplement.

3.2.1. Statin Therapy

The intensity of statin therapy is divided into 3 categories: high-intensity, moderate-intensity, and low-intensity (S3.2.1-1). High-intensity statin therapy typically lowers LDL-C levels by ≥50%, moderate-intensity statin therapy by 30% to 49%, and low-intensity statin therapy by <30% (Table 3). Of course, the magnitude of LDL-C lowering will vary in clinical practice (S3.2.1-2). Certain Asian populations may have a greater response to certain statins (S3.2.1-18). Pharmacokinetic profiles among statins are heterogeneous (Table S4 in the Web Supplement). Statin safety has been extensively evaluated (S3.2.1-19). Statin-
associated side effects are discussed in Section 5. Common medications that may potentially interact with statins are listed in Table S5 in the Web Supplement. More information on statin drug–drug interactions can be obtained from the ACC LDL-C Manager (http://tools.acc.org/ldl) (S3.2.1-20).

Table 3. High-, Moderate-, and Low-Intensity Statin Therapy*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Intensity</th>
<th>Moderate Intensity</th>
<th>Low Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C lowering‡</td>
<td>≥50%</td>
<td>30%–49%</td>
<td>&lt;30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atorvastatin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(40 mg‡) 80 mg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosuvastatin 20 mg</td>
<td>10 mg (40 mg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simvastatin 10 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simvastatin 20–40 mg§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pravastatin 10–20 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lovastatin 20 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluvastatin XL 80 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluvastatin 40 mg BID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pitavastatin 1–4 mg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percent reductions are estimates from data across large populations. Individual responses to statin therapy varied in the RCTs and should be expected to vary in clinical practice (S3.2.1-2).

†LDL-C lowering that should occur with the dosage listed below each intensity.

‡Evidence from 1 RCT only: down titration if unable to tolerate atorvastatin 80 mg in the IDEAL (Incremental Decrease through Aggressive Lipid Lowering) study (S3.2.1-3).

§Although simvastatin 80 mg was evaluated in RCTs, initiation of simvastatin 80 mg or titration to 80 mg is not recommended by the FDA because of the increased risk of myopathy, including rhabdomyolysis.

Percent LDL-C reductions with the primary statin medications used in clinical practice (atorvastatin, rosvavastatin, simvastatin) were estimated using the median reduction in LDL-C from the VOYAGER database (S3.2.1-2). Reductions in LDL-C for other statin medications (fluvastatin, lovastatin, pitavastatin, pravastatin) were identified according to FDA-approved product labeling in adults with hyperlipidemia, primary hypercholesterolemia, and mixed dyslipidemia (S3.2.1-4).

**Boldface type** indicates specific statins and doses that were evaluated in RCTs (S3.2.1-3, S3.2.1-5–S3.2.1-16), and the Cholesterol Treatment Trialists’ 2010 meta-analysis (S3.2.1-17). All these RCTs demonstrated a reduction in major cardiovascular events.

BID indicates twice daily; FDA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; RCT, randomized controlled trial; VOYAGER, an individual patient data meta-analysis of statin therapy in at risk groups: Effects of Rosuvastatin, atorvastatin and simvastatin; and XL, extended release.

### 3.2.2. Nonstatin Therapies

Ezetimibe is the most commonly used nonstatin agent. It lowers LDL-C levels by 13% to 20% and has a low incidence of side effects (S3.2.2-1, S3.2.2-2). Bile acid sequestrants reduce LDL-C levels by 15% to 30% depending on the dose. Bile acid sequestrants are not absorbed and do not cause systemic side effects, but they are associated with gastrointestinal complaints (e.g., constipation) and can cause severe hypertriglyceridemia when fasting triglycerides are ≥300 mg/dL (≥3.4 mmol/L). PCSK9 inhibitors are powerful LDL-lowering drugs. They generally are well tolerated, but long-term safety remains to be proven (S3.2.2-4–S3.2.2-6). Two categories of triglyceride-lowering drugs, niacin and fibrates, may also mildly lower LDL-C levels in patients with normal triglycerides. They may be useful in some patients with severe
hypertriglyceridemia, but in the present document they are not listed as LDL-lowering drugs. See Table S4 in the Web Supplement.

### 3.2.3. Nonstatin Add-on Drugs to Statin Therapy

Under certain circumstances, nonstatin medications (ezetimibe, bile acid sequestrants, and PCSK9 inhibitors) may be useful in combination with statin therapy. The addition of a bile acid sequestrant or ezetimibe to a statin regimen increases the magnitude of LDL-C lowering by approximately 15% to 30% and 13% to 20%, respectively (S3.2.3-1, S3.2.3-2). The addition of a PCSK9 inhibitor to a statin regimen has been shown to further reduce LDL-C levels by 43% to 64% (S3.2.3-3, S3.2.3-4). See Table S5 in the Web Supplement.

### 4. Patient Management Groups

#### 4.1. Secondary ASCVD Prevention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations for Statin Therapy Use in Patients With ASCVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*ASCVD: Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease*
IIa B-R

7. In patients older than 75 years of age with clinical ASCVD, it is reasonable to initiate moderate- or high-intensity statin therapy after evaluation of the potential for ASCVD risk reduction, adverse effects, and drug–drug interactions, as well as patient frailty and patient preferences (S4.1-23–S4.1-31).

IIa C-LD

8. In patients older than 75 years of age who are tolerating high-intensity statin therapy, it is reasonable to continue high-intensity statin therapy after evaluation of the potential for ASCVD risk reduction, adverse effects, and drug–drug interactions, as well as patient frailty and patient preferences (S4.1-3, S4.1-10, S4.1-23, S4.1-26, S4.1-31–S4.1-36).

IIb B-R

9. In patients with clinical ASCVD who are receiving maximally tolerated statin therapy and whose LDL-C level remains 70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) or higher, it may be reasonable to add ezetimibe (S4.1-15).

IIb B-R

10. In patients with heart failure (HF) with reduced ejection fraction attributable to ischemic heart disease who have a reasonable life expectancy (3 to 5 years) and are not already on a statin because of ASCVD, clinicians may consider initiation of moderate-intensity statin therapy to reduce the occurrence of ASCVD events (S4.1-37).

*Clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) includes acute coronary syndrome (ACS), those with history of myocardial infarction (MI), stable or unstable angina or coronary or other arterial revascularization, stroke, transient ischemic attack (TIA), or peripheral artery disease (PAD) including aortic aneurysm, all of atherosclerotic origin.

Synopsis

Clinical ASCVD encompasses ACS, those with history of MI, stable or unstable angina or coronary or other arterial revascularization, stroke, TIA or PAD including aortic aneurysm, all of atherosclerotic origin. The writing group used primarily the Cholesterol Treatment Trialists’ (CTT) meta-analysis (S4.1-3, S4.1-4) of statin RCTs plus 4 other RCTs (S4.1-1, S4.1-2, S4.1-38, S4.1-39). Additional RCTs have used nonstatin drugs as add-ons to statin therapy and are included here. As a primary recommendation, high-intensity statin therapy is indicated for clinical ASCVD, but if this cannot be used, moderate-intensity statin therapy can be initiated (Figure 1). The first goal is to achieve a ≥50% reduction in LDL-C levels, but if LDL-C levels remain ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) on maximally tolerated statin therapy, adding ezetimibe may be reasonable. In patients >75 years of age with ASCVD, potential benefits versus adverse effects of statin therapy should be considered before initiation of statin therapy. Finally, in very high-risk patients with multiple high-risk clinical factors, ezetimibe can be added to maximally tolerated statin therapy. Furthermore, if LDL-C levels remain ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L), adding a PCSK9 inhibitor is reasonable if the cost/benefit ratio is favorable. In patients with HF due to ischemic heart disease, moderate-intensity statins may be considered.

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. CTT meta-analysis (S4.1-3, S4.1-4) showed that LDL-C lowering with statins reduces major ASCVD events. Patients with stroke (S4.1-1) or peripheral artery disease (S4.1-5) also derive these benefits. In a meta-analysis of 5 RCTs (S4.1-3), high-intensity statins compared with moderate-intensity statin therapy, significantly reduced major vascular events by 15% with no significant reduction in coronary deaths. Large absolute LDL-C reduction was associated with a larger proportional reduction in major vascular events (S4.1-4). High-intensity statin therapy generally reduces LDL-C levels by ≥50%. This
percentage can be used to judge clinical efficacy. Absolute benefit from statin therapy depends on baseline LDL-C levels; the greatest absolute benefit accrues to patients with the highest baseline LDL-C levels. Percentage reduction of LDL-C levels is the most efficient means to estimate expected efficacy. An alternative to evaluating adequacy of therapy is to examine LDL-C on maximum-intensity statins. In a patient with ASCVD, if LDL-C level is ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L), adding ezetimibe may be reasonable (see Recommendation 3).

2. Moderate-intensity statin therapy also reduces major vascular events and coronary heart disease (CHD) deaths in patients with ASCVD (S4.1-6, S4.1-7, S4.1-9–S4.1-13, S4.1-40). In RCTs, most of which included moderate-intensity statin therapy, there was a significant reduction in major vascular events even among those >75 years of age. Therefore, an upper age cutoff for moderate-intensity statin therapy was not identified in patients with ASCVD.

3. Patients with clinical ASCVD who are judged to be very high risk include those with a history of multiple major ASCVD events or 1 major ASCVD event and multiple high-risk conditions (Table 4). In these patients, additional net benefit from further LDL-C lowering when LDL-C is ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) or non-HDL-C ≥100 mg/dL (≥2.6 mmol/L) by ezetimibe and 2 PCSK9 inhibitors (evolocumab and alirocumab) has been demonstrated by 3 RCTs (S4.1-15, S4.1-17, S4.1-18). This guideline makes a strong recommendation (COR I) for clinicians to add ezetimibe to maximally tolerated statin therapy as a first step in lowering LDL-C further. Although no RCT specifically tested the strategy of ezetimibe first and then a PCSK9 inhibitor, ezetimibe was allowed at entry along with statin therapy in both PCSK9 inhibitor trials (FOURIER, ODYSSEY OUTCOMES). Even so, only very small numbers (3% and 5% respectively) were on ezetimibe during these trials. The strategy of ezetimibe before PCSK9 inhibitor is recommended because ezetimibe is widely available as a generic drug and has proven safety and tolerability (S4.1-15). This approach is supported by 2 simulation studies from large populations of very high-risk patients; these reports showed that addition of ezetimibe to statin therapy will lower LDL-C to <70 mg/dL (1.8 mmol/L) in the majority of patients, leaving a minority eligible for a PCSK9 inhibitor (S4.1-41, S4.1-42). These 2 well-designed simulation studies favor the strategy of addition of ezetimibe before PCSK9 inhibitor and warrants an LOE of B-NR.

4. The FOURIER trial (Further Cardiovascular Outcomes Research with PCSK9 Inhibition in Subjects with Elevated Risk) evaluated the PCSK9 inhibitor evolocumab among patients with ASCVD who met at least 1 major or 2 minor criteria (S4.1-17). Recruitment was limited to patients who had LDL-C ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) or non-HDL-C ≥100 mg/dL (≥2.6 mmol/L) on maximal statin + ezetimibe. At a median follow-up of 2.2 years, evolocumab significantly reduced composite ASCVD (15% RRR; 1.5% AAR) without neurocognitive side effects (S4.1-16, S4.1-17), The ODYSSEY OUTCOMES trial (ODYSSEY Outcomes: Evaluation of Cardiovascular Outcomes After an Acute Coronary Syndrome During Treatment With Alirocumab), tested alirocumab in patients on maximal statin + ezetimibe with ACS over a median of 2.8 years, observed a 15% RRR (1.6% ARR) in composite ASCVD events (S4.1-18). Together, FOURIER and ODYSSEY OUTCOMES justify a COR of IIA for PCSK9 inhibitors (acknowledging efficacy, but at the same time recognizing that there is limited experience with long-term tolerance of expensive monoclonal antibodies that is also inconvenient because it requires repetitive administration via the parenteral route). Because of the statistically significant results in two large RCTs showing reductions in ASCVD events in patients who had very high risk and LDL-C ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L) while on maximally tolerated LDL-C lowering therapy this recommendation warrants an LOE of A. There are 2 alternative pathways to initiation of PCSK9 inhibitors: (a) in patients on maximally tolerated statin + ezetimibe; and (b) in those on maximally tolerated statin alone. The strategy of (a) statin + ezetimibe before PCSK9 inhibitor, was graded COR I for reasons given in Recommendation 3. Second, strategy (b), excluding ezetimibe, would expose more patients to the inconvenience of antibody therapy and reduce overall cost effectiveness. If patients develop 2 consecutive LDL-C levels <25 mg/dL while on a PCSK9 inhibitor, clinical judgment should be used to
determine whether de-intensification of lipid lowering regimen is warranted as long-term safety of such low levels of LDL-C remains unknown.

5. In IMPROVE-IT (Improved Reduction of Outcomes: Vytorin Efficacy International Trial) (S4.1-15), addition of ezetimibe to moderate-intensity statin therapy among patients with ACS and LDL-C levels ≥50 mg/dL (≥1.3 mmol/L) resulted in a significant ASCVD risk reduction (7% relative risk reduction [RRR]; 2% absolute risk reduction [ARR]) at a median follow-up of 6 years. The TIMI (Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction) Risk Score for Secondary Prevention (TRS 2ºP) is an integer-based risk stratification tool for patients with ASCVD. TRS 2ºP includes 9 readily available clinical high-risk features and was initially developed in a population of patients with MI within 2 weeks to 1 year of randomization to a thrombin receptor agonist (S4.1-43) and further validated in IMPROVE-IT (S4.1-14). A higher number of these high-risk features was associated with a higher risk of recurrent ASCVD events. In post-ACS patients with ≥3 high-risk features, addition of ezetimibe was associated with substantial risk reduction (19% RRR; 6.3% ARR; number needed to treat, 16); those with 2 high-risk features had some benefit, whereas those with 0 or 1 additional features had no benefit (S4.1-14). Therefore, it is reasonable to initiate ezetimibe in patients with ASCVD who are on maximally tolerated statin therapy and judged to be at very high risk. For the present guideline, a definition of very high risk is amalgamated from TRS 2ºP and the recruitment criteria of 2 trials with PCSK9 inhibitors (Table 4).

6. The cost-effectiveness of using PCSK9 inhibitors for the secondary prevention of ASCVD has been evaluated in 7 published simulation models, as detailed in Section 7 (and Online Data Supplements 44 and 45). The reported incremental cost-effectiveness ratios range from $141,700 to $450,000 per added (QALY), with all but 1 model reporting “low value” (>=$150,000 per QALY added). All models agree that the value provided by PCSK9 inhibitors would be significantly improved by price reductions of 70% to 85% from the mid-2018 U.S. list price of roughly $14,000 a year.

7. When high-intensity statin therapy was compared with moderate-intensity statin therapy in patients >75 years of age with ASCVD (S4.1-3), there was no heterogeneity of effect among age groups >75, >65 to ≤75, and ≤65 years. However, analyses of RCTs that compared statin therapy (mostly moderate intensity) with placebo among patients >75 years of age with ASCVD showed statistically significant reduction in major vascular events (S4.1-3). Because older adults may have a higher risk of adverse events (e.g., liver function test abnormalities), lower statin adherence, and higher discontinuation rates with high-intensity therapy (S4.1-44), a moderate-intensity statin may be preferable. Nevertheless, the decision to initiate moderate- or high-intensity statin therapy in patients >75 years of age with ASCVD should be based on expected benefit versus competing comorbidities (S4.1-23–S4.1-31).

8. This recommendation is based on the observation that the age reported in clinical trials of statin therapy in patients with ASCVD represents the patient’s age at study entry. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider continuation of high-intensity therapy in patients >75 years of age with ASCVD if they are tolerating the statin and have a low risk of competing morbidities (S4.1-23, S4.1-26, S4.1-31). RCTs (S4.1-32, S4.1-33, S4.1-35, S4.1-36) have not shown an adverse effect of statin therapy on cognition.

9. Although moderate-intensity statin therapy reduces ASCVD events, it is less effective than high-intensity therapy (S4.1-3). This difference presumably is due to differences in LDL-C-lowering potency. Hence, if ezetimibe were to be added to a moderate-intensity therapy to compensate for the difference in LDL-C-lowering ability between moderate- and high-intensity statins, the combination of moderate-intensity statin and ezetimibe could potentially produce a level of ASCVD risk reduction similar to that produced by high-intensity therapy alone. This hypothesis is supported by the finding that ezetimibe enhanced risk reduction when combined with moderate-intensity therapy in patients after ACS (S4.1-15). Thus, it may be reasonable to add ezetimibe to moderate-intensity therapy in patients with ASCVD for whom high-intensity therapy is indicated but cannot be used, provided their...
LDL-C level remains $\geq 70$ mg/dL ($\geq 1.8$ mmol/L) on moderate-intensity therapy. The same reasoning holds for any patient whose LDL-C level remains $\geq 70$ mg/dL ($\geq 1.8$ mmol/L) on maximally tolerated statin therapy.

10. The CORONA (Controlled Rosuvastatin Multinational Trial in Heart Failure) trial (S4.1-38) (patients with ischemic HF and left ventricular ejection fraction <40%) and GISSI HF trial (Effects of n-3 PUFA and Rosuvastatin on Mortality-Morbidity of Patients With Symptomatic CHF) (S4.1-45) (patients with ischemic and nonischemic HF, 9.8% with left ventricular ejection fraction >40%) evaluated the efficacy and safety of initiation of 10 mg of rosuvastatin daily compared with placebo. Neither trial met its primary outcome. Rosuvastatin reduced the risk of total hospitalizations, hospitalizations for a cardiovascular cause, and hospitalizations for worsening HF in CORONA. A subsequent analysis accounting for repeat HF hospitalizations showed significant reduction in HF hospitalizations (S4.1-46). Post hoc analyses from CORONA showed that patients randomized to rosuvastatin with less advanced HF with reduced ejection fraction (lowest tertile of NT-proBNP) had a significant reduction in the primary outcome, but no benefit was seen among patients with more advanced HF (S4.1-47). The CORONA and GISSI studies were notable for high overall and cardiovascular mortality rates, with MI occurring in a small minority. A subsequent patient-level analysis (S4.1-37) that pooled data from both these trials and accounted for competing causes of death showed a significant 19% reduction in the risk of MI with rosuvastatin in patients with ischemic HF, although the ARR was small.
Clinical ASCVD consists of ACS, those with history of MI, stable or unstable angina or coronary other arterial revascularization, stroke, transient ischemic attack (TIA), or peripheral artery disease (PAD) including aortic aneurysm, all of atherosclerotic origin.

Very high-risk includes a history of multiple major ASCVD events or 1 major ASCVD event and multiple high-risk conditions (Table 4).

ACS indicates acute coronary syndrome; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; MI, myocardial infarction; and PCSK9-I, PCSK9 inhibitor.
Table 4. Very High-Risk* of Future ASCVD Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major ASCVD Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recent ACS (within the past 12 mo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of MI (other than recent ACS event listed above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of ischemic stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic peripheral arterial disease (history of claudication with ABI &lt;0.85, or previous revascularization or amputation (S4.1-39))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Risk Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥65 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of prior coronary artery bypass surgery or percutaneous coronary intervention outside of the major ASCVD event(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD (eGFR 15-59 mL/min/1.73 m²) (S4.1-15, S4.1-17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistently elevated LDL-C (LDL-C ≥100 mg/dL [≥2.6 mmol/L]) despite maximally tolerated statin therapy and ezetimibe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of congestive HF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Very high risk includes a history of multiple major ASCVD events or 1 major ASCVD event and multiple high-risk conditions.

ABI indicates ankle-brachial index; ACS, acute coronary syndrome; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CKD, chronic kidney disease; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HF, heart failure; LDL, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; and MI, myocardial infarction.
4.2. Severe Hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL [≥4.9 mmol/L])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations for Primary Severe Hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL [≥4.9 mmol/L])</th>
<th>Referenced studies that support recommendations are summarized in Online Data Supplements 9 and 10.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>LOE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value Statement: Uncertain Value (B-NR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synopsis

Patients with severe hypercholesterolemia have a high lifetime risk, and decisions about statins in these patients do not require ASCVD risk scoring. These patients derive net ASCVD risk reduction benefit from interventions that increase expression of LDL receptors. The strongest data have been derived from statin RCTs, which have demonstrated greater risk reduction with statins than with placebo and greater reduction from higher-intensity statin therapy than with moderate-intensity statin therapy. Ezetimibe plus a moderate-intensity statin is associated with greater LDL-C reduction than is statin monotherapy in patients with heterozygous FH, and the combination reduces ASCVD risk more than moderate-intensity statin monotherapy in patients who have had a recent ACS. In selected patients with severe hypercholesterolemia whose LDL-C is inadequately controlled with drug therapy, LDL apheresis is an option. Referral to a lipid specialist may be indicated.
**Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text**

1. Patients with primary severe hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C levels ≥190 mg/dL [≥4.9 mmol/L]) have a high-risk of ASCVD (S4.2-2, S4.2-4, S4.2-18) and premature and recurrent coronary events (S4.2-3). Although there have been no randomized, placebo-controlled trials of statin therapy done exclusively in subjects with LDL-C levels ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L), a placebo-controlled primary prevention study performed in men with a mean baseline LDL-C level of 192±17 mg/dL (4.9±0.4 mmol/L) demonstrated a reduced incidence of MI and cardiovascular death in those receiving pravastatin 40 mg daily (S4.2-5). These findings were extended in a post hoc analysis of 2,560 exclusively primary-prevention subjects in that RCT and in a 20-year observational post-trial long-term follow-up study (S4.2-19). In addition, retrospective cohort studies have demonstrated that statin therapy reduces risk of incident MI (S4.2-6) and of CHD and all-cause death (S4.2-1) in patients with phenotypic or genetically confirmed FH. Because moderate- or high-intensity statins have been shown to reduce ASCVD risk in both primary- and secondary-prevention trials and because high-intensity statins provide greater ASCVD risk reduction than moderate-intensity statins or placebo (S4.2-7), maximally tolerated statin therapy should be administered to patients with primary severe hypercholesterolemia.

2. A large placebo-controlled RCT examined the effect of simvastatin 80 mg daily, with or without ezetimibe 10 mg daily, on carotid intima-media thickness and plasma lipoproteins over 2 years. Mean LDL-C reduction was greater in the combined-therapy group, but there was no difference in carotid intima-media thickness between the 2 groups. The study was not powered to examine the risk of ASCVD events (S4.2-10). However, a very large placebo-controlled RCT examining ASCVD outcomes in post-ACS patients, performed over a period of 7 years, showed that the addition of ezetimibe 10 mg to simvastatin 40 mg daily resulted in greater ASCVD risk reduction than that produced by statin monotherapy (S4.2-8). Secondary-prevention patients with certain ASCVD risk indicators exhibit greater ASCVD risk reduction from ezetimibe therapy than do patients without these characteristics (S4.2-20). Patients with severe hypercholesterolemia who are adherent to statins, achieve <50% reduction in LDL-C levels with maximally tolerated statin therapy, and have an LDL-C level ≥100 mg/dL (≥2.6 mmol/L) are likely to derive additional ASCVD risk reduction from ezetimibe add-on therapy through additional LDL-C lowering (S4.2-9).

3. When administered to patients with severe hypercholesterolemia who are taking maximally tolerated statins with or without ezetimibe, bile acid sequestrants have demonstrated LDL-C-lowering efficacy (S4.2-11, S4.2-12). However, the clinical utility of bile acid sequestrants is limited by the absence of ASCVD outcomes data when used in combination with statins, as well as by the issues of twice-daily dosing, high pill burden, the absence of well-tolerated generic formulations, drug interactions, and the potential for triglyceride elevation. Nonetheless, in patients with very severe hypercholesterolemia, adding sequestrants to otherwise maximal cholesterol-lowering therapy in patients who are not eligible for a PCSK9 inhibitor may be considered.

4. PCSK9 inhibitors are promising drugs for treatment of FH (S4.2-9, S4.2-13–S4.2-15). Two placebo-controlled RCTs of the efficacy and safety of PCSK9 inhibitors in patients with heterozygous FH who were ≥18 years of age and taking stable, maximally tolerated statin therapy demonstrated favorable safety profiles and an additional ≥50% reduction in LDL-C (S4.2-10, S4.2-15). There are no currently available outcomes trials of PCSK9 inhibitors in patients with ASCVD heterozygous FH. In patients with LDL-C levels ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L), advancing age is associated with progressively increasing ASCVD risk (S4.2-4), and age-related risk would likely apply to those with heterozygous FH because of their higher lifetime exposure to increased LDL-C concentration (S4.2-18). A long-term prospective cohort registry study of 2,404 patients with heterozygous FH (molecularly defined) taking contemporary statin with or without ezetimibe treatment regimens identified age >30 years, male...
sex, history of ASCVD, high blood pressure, increased waist circumference, active smoking, Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL, and LDL-C levels ≥100 mg/dL (≥2.6 mmol/L) as independent predictors of incident ASCVD over a 5.5-year follow-up period (S4.2-14). Because other medical interventions that lower LDL-C levels via increased expression of LDL receptors reduce ASCVD risk (S4.2-9), the use of PCSK9 inhibitors in selected maximally treated patients with heterozygous FH with persistently elevated LDL-C levels may be considered after a clinician–patient discussion of the net benefits versus the cost of such therapy.

5. Regardless of whether a patient with LDL-C levels ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L) is found to have a genetic mutation associated with FH, those with very high LDL-C values are most likely to achieve the greatest benefit from evidence-based LDL-C–lowering therapy. Consequently, patients who have a baseline LDL-C level ≥220 mg/dL (≥5.7 mmol/L) and an on-treatment LDL-C level ≥130 mg/dL (≥3.4 mmol/L) despite maximally tolerated statin and ezetimibe therapy may be considered for treatment with a PCSK9 inhibitor after a clinician–patient discussion of the net benefits versus the costs of such therapy.

6. The cost-effectiveness of PCSK9 inhibitors for primary prevention among patients with LDL-C levels >190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L), or with FH, has not been evaluated extensively, and their clinical effectiveness in reducing ASCVD events in these patients has also not been established. The 2 published cost-effectiveness models for primary prevention (see Online Data Supplements 44 and 45 and Section 7.) report very different results, with one suggesting an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of $503,000 per QALY added, and the other reporting $75,000 per QALY added. Because of the lack of consistent evidence, the use of PCSK9 inhibitors has uncertain value for the primary prevention of ASCVD in patients with severe hypercholesterolemia.

### 4.3. Diabetes Mellitus in Adults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I A</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>In adults 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus, regardless of estimated 10-year ASCVD risk, moderate-intensity statin therapy is indicated (S4.3-1–S4.3-9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. In adults older than 75 years with diabetes mellitus, it may be reasonable to initiate statin therapy after a clinician–patient discussion of potential benefits and risks (S4.3-5, S4.3-8, S4.3-13).

7. In adults 20 to 39 years of age with diabetes mellitus that is either of long duration (≥10 years of type 2 diabetes mellitus, ≥20 years of type 1 diabetes mellitus), albuminuria (≥30 mcg of albumin/mg creatinine), estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m², retinopathy, neuropathy, or ankle-brachial index (ABI; <0.9), it may be reasonable to initiate statin therapy (S4.3-5, S4.3-6, S4.3-8, S4.3-16–S4.3-25).

Synopsis

Although most adults 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus are at intermediate or high-risk of their first ASCVD event (S4.3-5, S4.3-6, S4.3-8, S4.3-9), evaluation of ASCVD risk will help refine risk estimates and therapeutic decision-making. Because primary-prevention trials demonstrate that moderate-intensity statin therapy in large cohorts with diabetes mellitus provides significant benefit (S4.3-1–S4.3-4, S4.3-7), this treatment is indicated in such individuals. However, given the increased morbidity and mortality associated with a first event in diabetes mellitus and the residual risk among the statin-treated groups in these trials, together with the evidence of benefit from high-intensity statin treatment in primary prevention among men >50 years of age and women >60 years of age (S4.3-13), high-intensity statin therapy to maximize risk reduction is preferred for patients with diabetes mellitus as they age or if they have risk modifiers. Adults 20 to 39 years of age are mostly at low 10-year risk, although moderate-intensity statin therapy in those with long-standing diabetes mellitus or a concomitant higher-risk condition may be reasonable (Table 5) (S4.3-17, S4.3-20, S4.3-21). Adults >75 years of age with diabetes mellitus are at high-risk (S4.3-5, S4.3-8) and clinical trial evidence (S4.3-26) suggests they are likely to benefit from continuing or initiating statin therapy, although this may be compromised by reduced longevity and increased adverse events.

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. Most adults 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus are at intermediate or high-risk (PCE ≥7.5% 10-year risk) of ASCVD events (S4.3-5, S4.3-6, S4.3-8, S4.3-9). Three of 4 double-blinded primary-prevention RCTs of moderate statin therapy in large cohorts with diabetes mellitus in this age range showed significant reductions in ASCVD events (S4.3-1, S4.3-2, S4.3-4, S4.3-7). A meta-analysis of these trials found that moderate-intensity statin therapy is associated with a risk reduction of 25% (S4.3-3), resulting in a risk level similar to that of people without diabetes mellitus and with no apparent difference in benefit between type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus. Therefore, on the basis of a high level of evidence, moderate-intensity statin therapy is indicated in patients 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus for primary prevention.

2. Although it is well recognized that the frequency of a first ASCVD event in adults with diabetes mellitus is significantly increased compared with those without diabetes mellitus, there is a wide spectrum of risk among individuals with diabetes mellitus (S4.3-5, S4.3-6, S4.3-8, S4.3-9) that varies with age, duration of diabetes mellitus, and the presence of traditional risk factors and risk modifiers common to the general population, as well as those specific to the population with diabetes mellitus (Table 5). Because the decision to upgrade statin treatment from moderate to high intensity is influenced by the level of ASCVD risk, the PCE risk estimator in adults 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus has utility in refining treatment decisions in these patients (S4.3-10, S4.3-11). The ASCVD risk score, however, does not determine whether statin intensity should be increased. Rather, it begins an
evaluation that includes clinician judgment of the individual’s global risk, the potential for benefit from a high-intensity statin versus the potential for adverse effects or drug-drug interactions and evaluation should also include patient preferences and values.

3. The occurrence of a first ASCVD event in patients 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus is associated with increased morbidity and mortality compared with those without diabetes mellitus, which places a particularly high premium on primary prevention in those with diabetes mellitus in that age range. Although trials using moderate-intensity statin therapy demonstrate significant benefit in such individuals, the residual risk in the statin treatment groups in these trials remained high (e.g., 8.5% had major cardiovascular events in 3.8 years) (S4.3-3). Strong general evidence indicates that the benefit from statin therapy is related to both global risk and intensity of treatment (S4.3-12), and no RCTs of high-intensity statin therapy have been carried out in cohorts of patients exclusively with diabetes mellitus. On the basis of these considerations and the fact that patients with diabetes mellitus have a higher trajectory of lifetime risk than do those without diabetes mellitus, high-intensity statin therapy is preferred in patients with diabetes mellitus as they age or develop risk modifiers (Table 5).

4. ASCVD risk increases incrementally with age in diabetes mellitus (S4.3-5, S4.3-6, S4.3-8). In one long-term cohort study of type 2 diabetes mellitus without ASCVD, incident rates of MI averaged 25.6 per 1000 person-years (S4.3-5) in those >75 years of age, while another in a type 1 diabetes mellitus cohort found the 10-year fatal CVD risk in those >75 years of age was 70% in men and 40% in women (S4.3-8). Although no controlled statin trials in people >75 years of age are available, a meta-analysis of the JUPITER (Justification for the Use of Statins in Prevention: an Intervention Trial Evaluating Rosuvastatin) and HOPE-3 (Heart Outcomes Prevention Evaluation) trials demonstrated similar benefits in ASCVD reduction among those >70 of age versus <70 years of age (S4.3-26). Although that study included few patients with diabetes mellitus, it does support the continuation of moderate- or high-intensity statin therapy for primary prevention in those >75 years of age with diabetes mellitus, who comprise 21% of the population in this age category. The clinician should note that the benefit may be offset by limited life span or increased susceptibility to adverse events in patients in this age group.

5. According to a CTT analysis (S4.3-12), the higher the 10-year ASCVD risk, the greater is the benefit from increased LDL-C reduction. This is supported by the meta-analyses comparing high-intensity versus low-intensity statin therapy (S4.3-12) and those comparing the benefit of statins and nonstatin therapeutic agents (i.e., ezetimibe, bile sequestrants, PCSK9 antagonists) that upregulate LDL receptors (S4.3-27). Therefore, a risk discussion may be held on the benefits of achieving ≥50% LDL-C lowering in adults with diabetes mellitus who have ≥20% ASCVD risk. Addition of ezetimibe 10 mg/d to moderate-intensity statin therapy can achieve the same percent LDL-C lowering as that achieved with high-intensity statin therapy (S4.3-14). In this RCT, 27% of patients had diabetes mellitus (S4.3-28). Thus, ezetimibe added to a moderate-intensity statin can be considered if a high-intensity statin cannot be tolerated or does not lower LDL-C, as expected, by ≥50%.

6. Although the risk of ASCVD is high in adults >75 years of age with diabetes mellitus (S4.3-5, S4.3-6, S4.3-8) who are not receiving statin therapy, particularly those with additional risk factors or risk modifiers, the benefit of initiating statin therapy in these individuals may be limited by their reduced life span or increased susceptibility to adverse effects of treatment. Among this group will also be individuals with recent or newly diagnosed diabetes mellitus for whom the impact of diabetes mellitus on ASCVD risk is not well known. It may therefore be reasonable to have a clinician–patient discussion in which the potential benefits and risks of initiating statin therapy in this age group are reviewed.

7. There is limited information on ASCVD rates among individuals 20 to 39 years of age with diabetes mellitus and no information on whether statin therapy is beneficial in these individuals. Available evidence indicates that although rates of ASCVD are low in those <30 years of age, they increase with
time (S4.3-6, S4.3-17, S4.3-20, S4.3-23) and may reach intermediate-risk levels by 30 to 39 years of age, especially in individuals with long-standing type 2 diabetes mellitus (S4.3-17), who may have more advanced subclinical coronary atherosclerosis than non-diabetic subjects (S4.3-21), and in those with type 1 diabetes mellitus of >20 years’ duration (S4.3-23). ASCVD rates will also be influenced by hypertension and diabetic microvascular complications that may be prevalent in these age groups (S4.3-18, S4.3-23). Thus, it may be reasonable to have a discussion about initiating moderate-intensity statin therapy with patients who have had type 2 diabetes mellitus for at least 10 years or type 1 diabetes mellitus for at least 20 years and with patients with 1 or more major CVD risk factors or complications, such as diabetic retinopathy (S4.3-19), neuropathy (S4.3-16), nephropathy (eGFR <60 mL/min/1.73 m² or albuminuria ≥30 mcg albumin/mg creatinine) (S4.3-25), or an ABI of <0.9 (S4.3-22, S4.3-24) (Table 5).

### Table 5. Diabetes-Specific Risk Enhancers That Are Independent of Other Risk Factors in Diabetes Mellitus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Enhancers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Long duration (≥10 years for type 2 diabetes mellitus (S.4.3-20) or ≥20 years for type 1 diabetes mellitus (S4.3-6))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Albuminuria ≥30 mcg of albumin/mg creatinine (S4.3-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• eGFR &lt;60 mL/min/1.73 m² (S4.3-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Retinopathy (S4.3-19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Neuropathy (S4.3-16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ABI &lt;0.9 (S4.3-22, S4.3-24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABI indicates ankle-brachial index; and eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate.

## 4.4. Primary Prevention

Primary prevention of ASCVD over the life span requires attention to prevention or management of ASCVD risk factors beginning early in life (Figure 2). One major ASCVD risk factor is elevated serum cholesterol, usually identified clinically as measured LDL-C. Screening can be performed with fasting or nonfasting measurement of lipids. In children, adolescents (10 to 19 years of age), and young adults (20 to 39 years of age), priority should be given to estimation of lifetime risk and promotion of lifestyle risk reduction. Drug therapy is needed only in selected patients with moderately high LDL-C levels (≥160 mg/dL [≥4.1 mmol/L]) or patients with very high LDL-C levels (190 mg/dL [4.9 mmol/L]). Three major higher-risk categories are patients with severe hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C levels ≥190 mg/dL [≥4.9 mmol/L]), adults with diabetes mellitus, and adults 40 to 75 years of age. Patients with severe hypercholesterolemia and adults 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus are candidates for immediate statin therapy without further risk assessment. Adults with diabetes mellitus should start with a moderate-intensity statin, and as they accrue multiple risk factors, a high-intensity statin may be indicated. In other adults 40 to 75 years of age, 10-year ASCVD risk should guide therapeutic considerations. The higher the estimated ASCVD risk, the more likely the patient is to benefit from evidence-based statin treatment. The risk discussion should also consider several “risk enhancers” that can be used to favor initiation or intensification of statin therapy. When risk is uncertain or if statin therapy is problematic, it can be helpful to measure CAC to refine risk assessment. A CAC score predicts ASCVD events in a graded fashion and is independent of other risk factors, such as age, sex, and ethnicity (S4.4-1). A CAC score equal to zero is useful for reclassifying patients to a lower-risk group, often allowing statin therapy to be withheld or postponed unless higher risk conditions are present. For patients >75 years of age, RCT evidence for statin therapy is not strong, so
clinical assessment of risk status in a clinician–patient risk discussion is needed for deciding whether to continue or initiate statin treatment (S4.4-2–S4.4-21).

**Figure 2. Primary Prevention**

ASCVD Risk Enhancers:
- Family history of premature ASCVD
- Persistently elevated LDL-C ≥160 mg/dL (≥4.1 mmol/L)
- Chronic kidney disease
- Metabolic syndrome
- Conditions specific to women (e.g., preeclampsia, premature menopause)
- Inflammatory diseases (especially rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, HIV)
- Ethnicity (e.g., South Asian ancestry)

Lipid/Biomarkers:
- Persistently elevated triglycerides (≥175 mg/dL, ≥2.0 mmol/L)

In selected individuals if measured:
- hsCRP ≥2.0 mg/L
- Lp(a) levels >50 mg/dL or >125 mmol/L
- apoB ≥130 mg/dL
- Ankle-brachial index (ABI) <0.9

Colors correspond to Class of Recommendation in Table 2.
apoB indicates apolipoprotein B; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CAC, coronary artery calcium; human immunodeficiency virus; hsCRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; and Lp(a), lipoprotein (a).
4.4.1. Evaluation and Risk Assessment

4.4.1.1. Essential Process of Risk Assessment

Children and adolescents should be tested for lipid disorders as described in Section 4.4.4.3. Risk assessment in young adults 20 to 39 years of age is discussed in Section 4.4.4.2. In the young adult age group, measurement of risk factors allows for estimation of lifetime risk of ASCVD. (See the risk calculators provided on the ACC and AHA websites (S4.4.1.1-1, S4.4.1.2-2).) Young adults with moderate hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C levels 160–189 mg/dL [4.1–4.8 mmol/L]) may be candidates for cholesterol-lowering drugs. After age 20 years, traditional risk factors should be assessed every 4 to 6 years (S4.4.1.1-3, S4.4.1.1-4).

In adults who are free from ASCVD, traditional ASCVD risk factors should be assessed every 4 to 6 years (S4.4.1.1-3, S4.4.1.1-4). Adults 40 to 75 years of age are potential candidates for statin therapy. Selection of patients for statin therapy is a multistep process. The first step to determine individual risk of clinical ASCVD is to categorize patients into 4 categories of risk, from high to low. The categories with highest overall risk (secondary prevention and primary LDL-C levels ≥190 mg/dL [≥4.9 mmol/L]) require prompt treatment to lower ASCVD risk without using risk calculation by the PCE, which were introduced in 2013. Adults 40 to 75 years of age with diabetes mellitus merit initiation of a moderate-intensity statin without using risk calculation by the PCE; however, it is reasonable to use PCE to further stratify risk (Section 4.3. on diabetes mellitus). The fourth category includes adults 40 to 75 years of age whose 10-year ASCVD risk is estimated by the PCE. This leads to the clinician–patient risk discussion to consider the pros and cons of statin therapy; factors to consider are PCE scoring, presence or absence of other risk-enhancing factors, potential benefit of intensified lifestyle therapy, likelihood of statin-associated side effects or drug–drug interactions, and patient choice. If risk status remains uncertain after these considerations, measurement of CAC can provide additional information to help make a decision with regard to statin therapy.

4.4.1.2. Pooled Cohort Equations

Several algorithms have been proposed for estimation of 10-year risk (S4.4.1.2-1–S4.4.1.2-6). A useful one, and the most representative algorithm for the United States, is one derived from 5 prospective community-based studies representing a broad spectrum of the U.S. population (PCE) (S4.4.1.2-4, S4.4.1.2-5) and validated in a similar natural history study (S4.4.1.2-7). The PCE estimate risk of hard ASCVD events (MI and stroke, both fatal and nonfatal). Estimates are readily applied in clinical practice. Their risk factors include age, cigarette smoking, blood pressure, serum TC, HDL-C, and presence or absence of diabetes mellitus. The race and sex-specific PCE are best validated in non-Hispanic blacks and non-Hispanic whites 40 to 75 years of age (S4.4.1.2-1–S4.4.1.2-3, S4.4.1.2-7–S4.4.1.2-19). In other racial/ethnic groups, equations are less extensively studied. Because the PCE are population equations, they may overestimate or underestimate risk for individuals or population subgroups. Consequently, PCE estimates must be considered in the context of a particular patient’s circumstances when deciding whether to use statin therapy. Using the PCE, the 2013 ACC/AHA guidelines (S4.4.1.2-5) identified a 10-year risk of ASCVD ≥7.5% as an RCT-supported threshold for benefit of statin therapy. In this guideline, 10-year risk for ASCVD is categorized as low-risk (<5%), borderline risk (5% to <7.5%), intermediate risk (7.5% to <20%), and high risk (≥20%). In adults 20 to 39 years of age, assessment of 30-year or lifetime risk of a first ASCVD event can be used to inform intensity of primary-prevention efforts (S4.4.1.2-20, S4.4.1.2-21). In this guideline, 10-year risk for ASCVD is categorized as low-risk (<5%), borderline risk (5% to <7.5%), intermediate risk (7.5% to <20%), and high risk (≥20%).
4.4.1.3. Risk-Enhancing Factors

Moderate intensity generic statins allow for efficacious and cost-effective primary prevention in patients with a 10-year risk of ASCVD ≥7.5% (S4.4.1.3-1). Since 2013 ACC/AHA guidelines (S4.4.1.3-2), the HOPE-3 RCT (S4.4.1.3-3) provided additional support for this finding. The pooled cohort equation (PCE) is the single most robust tool for estimating 10-year risk in U.S. adults 40 to 75 years of age. Its strength can be explained by inclusion of major, independent risk factors. One limitation on the PCE when applied to individuals is that age counts as a risk factor and dominates risk scoring with advancing age. Age is a powerful population risk factor but does not necessarily reflect individual risk. Another factor influencing risk are baseline characteristics of populations (baseline risk). These characteristics include both genetic and acquired risk factors other than established major risk factors. Variation in baseline risk accounts for difference in risk in different ethnic groups. Absolute risk predictions depend on the baseline risk of a population (e.g., the U.S. population). These considerations in patients at intermediate risk leave room in the clinician-patient risk discussion to withhold or delay initiation of statin therapy, depending on age, pattern of risk factors, and patient preferences and values.

In sum, the PCE is a powerful tool to predict population risk, but it has limitations when applied to individuals. One purpose of the clinician patient risk discussion is to individualize risk status based on PCE as well as other factors that may inform risk prediction. Among these other factors are the risk-enhancing factors discussed in this guideline. These risk-enhancing factors are listed in Table 6, and evidence base and strength of association with ASCVD are shown in Table S6. In the general population, they may or may not predict risk independently of PCE. But in the clinician–patient risk discussion they can be useful for identifying specific factors that influence risk. Their presence helps to confirm a higher risk state and thereby supports a decision to initiate or intensify statin therapy. They are useful for clarifying which atherogenic factors are present in a particular patient. And in some patients, certain risk-enhancing factors carry greater lifetime risk than denoted by 10-year risk prediction in the PCE. Finally, several risk-enhancing factors may be specific targets therapy beyond those of the PCE.

A few comments may illustrate the potential usefulness of risk-enhancing factors in the patient discussion. LDL-C ≥160 mg/dL (≥4.1 mmol/L), apoB ≥130 mg/dL (particularly when accompanied by persistently elevated triglycerides), and elevated Lp(a) denote high lifetime risk for ASCVD and favor initiation of statin therapy. The presence of family history of ASCVD, premature menopause, and patients of South Asian race appear to convey a higher baseline risk and are stronger candidates for statin therapy. Conditions associated with systemic inflammation (chronic inflammatory disorders, metabolic syndrome, chronic renal disease, and elevated hsCRP) appear to predispose to atherothrombotic events, which reasonably justifies statin therapy in intermediate-risk patients.
Table 6. Risk-Enhancing Factors for Clinician–Patient Risk Discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-Enhancing Factors</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family history of premature ASCVD (males, age &lt;55 y; females, age &lt;65 y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C, 160–189 mg/dL [4.1–4.8 mmol/L]; non–HDL-C 190–219 mg/dL [4.9–5.6 mmol/L])*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic syndrome (increased waist circumference, elevated triglycerides [≥175 mg/dL], elevated blood pressure, elevated glucose, and low HDL-C [&lt;40 mg/dL in men; &lt;50 in women mg/dL] are factors; tally of 3 makes the diagnosis)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease (eGFR 15–59 mL/min/1.73 m² with or without albuminuria; not treated with dialysis or kidney transplantation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic inflammatory conditions such as psoriasis, RA, or HIV/AIDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of premature menopause (before age 40 y) and history of pregnancy-associated conditions that increase later ASCVD risk such as preeclampsia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-risk race/ethnicities (e.g., South Asian ancestry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid/biomarkers: Associated with increased ASCVD risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistently* elevated, primary hypertriglyceridemia (≥175 mg/dL);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (≥2.0 mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated Lp(a): A relative indication for its measurement is family history of premature ASCVD. An Lp(a) ≥50 mg/dL or ≥125 nmol/L constitutes a risk-enhancing factor especially at higher levels of Lp(a).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated apoB ≥130 mg/dL: A relative indication for its measurement would be triglyceride ≥200 mg/dL. A level ≥130 mg/dL corresponds to an LDL-C &gt;160 mg/dL and constitutes a risk-enhancing factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABI &lt;0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Optimally, 3 determinations.

AIDS indicates acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; ABI, ankle-brachial index; apoB, apolipoprotein B; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; Lp(a), lipoprotein (a); and RA, rheumatoid arthritis.

4.4.1.4. Coronary Artery Calcium

Substantial advances in estimation of risk with CAC scoring have been made in the past 5 years. One purpose of CAC scoring is to reclassify risk identification of patients who will potentially benefit from statin therapy. This is especially useful when the clinician and patient are uncertain whether to start a statin. Indeed, the most important recent observation has been the finding that a CAC score of zero indicates a low ASCVD risk for the subsequent 10 years (S4.4.1.4-1–S4.4.1.4-8). Thus, measurement of CAC potentially allows a clinician to withhold statin therapy in patients showing zero CAC. There are exceptions. For example, CAC scores of zero in persistent cigarette smokers, patients with diabetes mellitus, those with a strong family history of ASCVD, and possibly chronic inflammatory conditions such as HIV, may still be associated with substantial 10-year risk (S4.4.1.4-9–S4.4.1.4-12). Nevertheless, a sizable portion of middle-aged and older patients have zero CAC, which may allow withholding of statin therapy in those...
intermediate risk patients who would otherwise have a high enough risk according to the PCE to receive statin therapy (Figure 2). Most patients with CAC scores ≥100 Agatston units have a 10-year risk of ASCVD ≥7.5%, a widely accepted threshold for initiation of statin therapy (S4.4.1.4-13). With increasing age, 10-year risk accompanying CAC scores of 1 to 99 rises, usually crossing the 7.5% threshold in later middle age (S4.4.1.4-13). When the CAC score is zero, some investigators favor remeasurement of CAC after 5 to 10 years (S4.4.1.4-14–S4.4.1.4-16). CAC measurement has no utility in patients already treated with statins. Statins are associated with slower progression of overall coronary atherosclerosis volume and reduction of high-risk plaque features, yet statins increase the CAC score (S4.4.1.4-17). A prospective randomized study of CAC scoring showed improved risk factor modification without an increase in downstream medical testing or cost (S4.4.1.4-18). In MESA (Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis), CAC scanning delivered 0.74 to 1.27 mSv of radiation, which is similar to the dose of a clinical mammogram (S4.4.1.4-19). CAC scans should be ordered by a clinician who is fully versed in the pros and cons of diagnostic radiology.

**4.4.2. Primary Prevention Adults 40 to 75 Years of Age With LDL-C Levels 70 to 189 mg/dL (1.7 to 4.8 mmol/L)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1. In adults at intermediate-risk, statin therapy reduces risk of ASCVD, and in the context of a risk discussion, if a decision is made for statin therapy, a moderate-intensity statin should be recommended (S4.4.2-1–S4.4.2-8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2. In intermediate-risk patients, LDL-C levels should be reduced by 30% or more, and for optimal ASCVD risk reduction, especially in high-risk patients, levels should be reduced by 50% or more (S4.4.2-1, S4.4.2-4–S4.4.2-9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>3. For the primary prevention of clinical ASCVD* in adults 40 to 75 years of age without diabetes mellitus and with an LDL-C level of 70 to 189 mg/dL (1.7 to 4.8 mmol/L), the 10-year ASCVD risk of a first “hard” ASCVD event (fatal and nonfatal MI or stroke) should be estimated by using the race- and sex-specific PCE, and adults should be categorized as being at low risk (&lt;5%), borderline risk (5% to &lt;7.5%), intermediate-risk (≥7.5% to &lt;20%), and high-risk (≥20%) (S4.4.2-10, S4.4.2-11).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>4. Clinicians and patients should engage in a risk discussion that considers risk factors, adherence to healthy lifestyle, the potential for ASCVD risk-reduction benefits, and the potential for adverse effects and drug–drug interactions, as well as patient preferences, for an individualized treatment decision (S4.4.2-12-S4.4.2-14).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>5. In intermediate-risk adults, risk-enhancing factors favor initiation or intensification of statin therapy (S4.4.2-6, S4.4.2-15–S4.4.2-22).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IIa B-NR 6. In intermediate-risk or selected borderline-risk adults, if the decision about statin use remains uncertain, it is reasonable to use a CAC score in the decision to withhold, postpone or initiate statin therapy (S4.4.2-15, S4.4.2-17, S4.4.2-23).

IIa B-NR 7. In intermediate-risk adults or selected borderline-risk adults in whom a CAC score is measured for the purpose of making a treatment decision, AND
- If the coronary calcium score is zero, it is reasonable to withhold statin therapy and reassess in 5 to 10 years, as long as higher risk conditions are absent (diabetes mellitus, family history of premature CHD, cigarette smoking);
- If CAC score is 1 to 99, it is reasonable to initiate statin therapy for patients ≥55 years of age;
- If CAC score is 100 or higher or in the 75th percentile or higher, it is reasonable to initiate statin therapy (S4.4.2-17, S4.4.2-23).

IIb B-R 8. In intermediate-risk adults who would benefit from more aggressive LDL-C lowering and in whom high-intensity statins are advisable but not acceptable or tolerated, it may be reasonable to add a nonstatin drug (ezetimibe or bile acid sequestrant) to a moderate-intensity statin (S4.4.2-9).

IIb B-R 9. In patients at borderline risk, in risk discussion, the presence of risk-enhancing factors may justify initiation of moderate-intensity statin therapy (S4.4.2-17, S4.4.2-24).

*Definition of clinical ASCVD includes acute coronary syndrome (ACS), those with history of myocardial infarction (MI), stable or unstable angina or coronary or other arterial revascularization, stroke, transient ischemic attack (TIA), or peripheral artery disease (PAD) including aortic aneurysm, all of atherosclerotic origin.

Synopsis

Adults 40 to 75 years of age in primary prevention can be classified as borderline risk (10-year risk of ASCVD 5% to <7.5%), intermediate-risk (7.5% to <20%), and high-risk (20%). For intermediate-risk patients, moderate- to high-intensity statin therapy should be considered during risk discussion of treatment options. Additional considerations favoring use of statins in intermediate-risk patients include other independent risk conditions and, in selected individuals, risk-enhancing factors associated with greater ASCVD risk (Table 6). Although the variability of percent LDL-C lowering with high-intensity statin use is wide, its efficacy is proportional to the magnitude of the LDL-C reduction obtained (S4.4.2-18). Systematic reviews indicate that those with higher baseline ASCVD risk derive greater absolute benefit from higher percent LDL-C reduction with evidence-based therapy (S4.4.2-1, S4.4.2-7). Accordingly, if a statin is given, LDL-C levels should be reduced by ≥30% and optimally by ≥50%. When there is uncertainty, consideration of risk-enhancing factors (including family history of premature ASCVD and CAC score), categorical risk factors, and selected biomarkers may inform the decision. CAC scoring is especially useful in older adults to improve specificity (S4.4.2-15). A CAC score of zero revises ASCVD risk downward and selects adults who show little benefit from starting a statin (S4.4.2-20).

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. Prior guidelines recommended moderate- or high-intensity statins as first-line LDL-C–lowering therapy in primary prevention of ASCVD after a risk discussion of treatment options. This was based
on 3 large-scale exclusively primary-prevention RCTs that demonstrated that moderate-intensity statin therapy (S4.4.2-5, S4.4.2-25) and high-intensity statin therapy (S4.4.2-6) were associated with ASCVD risk reduction that outweighed the observable risks. Since those ACC/AHA 2013 guidelines, a large-scale RCT in a racially/ethnically diverse population confirmed statin benefit from a moderate-intensity dose of a statin as compared with placebo in intermediate-risk patients. That RCT enrolled men ≥55 years of age and women ≥65 years of age with at least 1 cardiovascular risk factor. In the placebo group, the 10-year risk of “hard” ASCVD was 8.7%, and the risk of the expanded ASCVD endpoint that included coronary revascularization was 10% (S4.4.2-8). After 5.6 years, those assigned to rosuvastatin 10 mg/d demonstrated significant ARR in both co-primary endpoints with an acceptable safety record. By comparison, after a median follow-up of 1.9 years, those assigned a high-intensity dose of rosuvastatin in the JUPITER RCT achieved greater LDL-C-lowering and greater reductions in ASCVD outcomes. This corroborates meta-analyses demonstrating increased net benefit of evidence-based LDL-C-lowering therapy in those at risk if greater reductions in LDL-C are attained (S4.4.2-1, S4.4.2-9).

2. If in the context of a risk discussion, maximal ASCVD risk reduction is desired, it is reasonable to use a high-intensity statin to lower LDL-C by ≥50%. This provides increased benefit, especially when 10-year ASCVD risk is ≥20%. JUPITER enrolled men ≥50 years of age and women 60 years of age with high-sensitivity C-reactive protein values 2.0 mg/L. Participants randomly assigned to 20 mg/d of rosuvastatin achieved median reductions in LDL-C of 50% and highly significant ASCVD risk reduction at 1.9 years (S4.4.2-6). The trial was stopped prematurely because of a highly significant reduction in cardiovascular death. However, wide individual variability in percent LDL-C reduction was noted. Importantly, the magnitude of the percent LDL-C reduction determined benefit (S4.4.2-18). The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force systematic review of statin therapy in primary prevention showed a reduced risk of all-cause and cardiovascular death and ASCVD events and noted greater absolute benefits in those at greater baseline risk (S4.4.2-4), consistent with other high-quality systematic reviews and meta-analyses (S4.4.2-1, S4.4.2-7, S4.4.2-24). This underscores the need for aggressive and safe risk reduction in the highest-risk groups and the need for follow-up LDL-C testing to determine adherence and adequacy of effect of the prescribed statin (S4.4.2-26).

3. In individuals 40 to 75 years of age, 10-year ASCVD risk assessment begins the clinician–patient risk discussion (S4.4.2-13, S4.4.2-26). Required information includes age, sex, and race/ethnicity; presence of diabetes mellitus or cigarette smoking and treated hypertension; and a current blood pressure level and fasting or nonfasting TC and HDL-C levels. The PCE include a stroke endpoint and race-specific coefficients. This identifies, for example, a black woman who with similar risk factors is at much higher risk than her white counterpart. The PCE were externally validated in a high-quality natural history study published shortly after the 2013 ACC/AHA cholesterol guidelines were presented (S4.4.2-11). These equations may underestimate risk in individuals of South Asian ancestry and other high-risk groups and may overestimate risk in selected lower-risk groups (S4.4.2-10). Unlike other risk estimators, the PCE use only fatal and nonfatal stroke and CHD as endpoints. Other risk estimators that include revascularization and additional cardiovascular endpoints provide risk estimates that cannot be compared directly with those given by the PCE. Finally, the potential for errors in estimating ASCVD risk at both ends of the risk curve (low risk and high-risk) as noted for individuals can be reviewed in the clinician–patient risk discussion (Table 6).

4. The present guidelines continue to emphasize the importance of a clinician–patient risk discussion (S4.4.2-12–S4.4.2-14, S4.4.2-27, S4.4.2-28). In those with a 10-year ASCVD risk of ≥7.5%, it is recommended that the discussion occur before a statin prescription is written (S4.4.2-26). This frank discussion, as recommended in the 2013 ACC/AHA cholesterol guidelines (S4.4.2-26), should consider whether ASCVD risk factors have been addressed, evaluate whether an optimal lifestyle has been implemented, and review the potential for statin benefit versus the potential for adverse effects and
drug-drug interactions. Then, on the basis of individual characteristics and including an informed patient preference in shared decision-making, a risk decision about statin therapy can be made (Table 7). Clinicians should indicate that as ASCVD risk increases, so does benefit of evidence-based LDL-C-lowering therapy. They may wish to review the drug and safety sections of the present guideline and stay informed on safety information that is essential for a balanced discussion. Importantly, for those at intermediate-risk, especially those >55 years of age, risk-enhancing factors or CAC can be used to clarify risk if the risk decision is uncertain (S4.4.2-16). Risk-enhancing factors, such as family history of premature ASCVD or an LDL-C of 160 to 189 mg/dl (4.1–4.8 mmol/L), identify individuals whose ASCVD risk may indicate risk of genetic hypercholesterolemia and hence who may benefit from a moderate- to high-intensity statin (S4.4.2-21) (Table 6).

5. In those with intermediate ASCVD risk, defined as an ASCVD risk of 7.5% to ≤20%, knowledge of risk-enhancing factors is useful in understanding patient characteristics that increase ASCVD risk both short and long-term (Table 6). As in the 2013 ACC/AHA guideline, an ASCVD score does not assign a statin; it begins the decision process, which includes consideration of risk-enhancing factors. For example, in an RCT (S4.4.2-9), a family history of premature ASCVD identified women ≥60 years of age with elevated high-sensitivity C-reactive protein but without ASCVD who benefitted from high-intensity statin therapy. Those with primary elevations of LDL-C ≥160 mg/dl (4.1 mmol/L) have elevated lifetime ASCVD risk and benefit from statin therapy (S4.4.2-21, S4.4.2-22, S4.4.2-25, S4.4.2-29, S4.4.2-30). Increased ASCVD risk (S4.4.2-2) is seen with metabolic syndrome (S4.4.2-20); inflammatory diseases, including psoriasis (S4.4.2-31) and RA; and HIV when treated with protease inhibitors (S4.4.2-32). In women, a history of pregnancy complicated by preeclampsia and premature menopause (age <40 years) also enhances ASCVD risk (see Section 4.4.5.3.). If measured, ABI <0.9 has been shown to reclassify risk by the 2013 Risk Assessment Guidelines (S4.4.2-33). The presence of risk-enhancing factors may affect the threshold for statin initiation or intensification (see sections 4.4.2, 4.4.4, and 4.5 sections). Finally, in selected individuals, biomarkers, if measured, may identify individuals with increased risk of ASCVD events. Lp(a) levels, especially in those with a family history of premature ASCVD, can increase risk (S4.4.2-16). However, no available RCT evidence supports Lp(a) levels as a target of therapy. Moderate primary elevations of triglycerides, non–HDL-C (TC minus HDL-C), and, if measured, apolipoprotein B (apoB) can improve selection of those at increased ASCVD risk (S4.4.2-22).

6. Evidence shows that a CAC score of zero can “down-risk” individuals who otherwise would qualify for a statin on the basis of their ASCVD 10-year risk. The ability to select those who would benefit greatly from statin therapy, as shown by RCTs in primary-prevention populations (S4.4.2-6, S4.4.2-8) and yet to withhold statin therapy in those least likely to benefit would improve specificity (S4.4.2-34). For example, a CAC score of zero in an analysis of pooled U.S. population-based studies accurately discriminated between lower and higher CHD risk in older adults (S4.4.2-19, S4.4.2-27). The BioImage Study in older adults (S4.4.2-15) and MESA (S4.4.2-17) showed improved detection of individuals not likely to benefit from statins when the CAC score was zero. Selected examples of candidates for CAC scoring who might benefit from knowing their CAC score is zero are listed in Table 8. Clinicians should not down-risk patients who are persistent cigarette smokers, have diabetes mellitus, or have a strong family history of ASCVD, as well as possibly those with chronic inflammatory conditions whose CAC of zero does not rule out risk from noncalculated plaque (S4.4.2-35).

7. In adults at intermediate-risk (predicted 10-year risk of 7.5% to <20%), substantial data indicate how CAC measurement can be effective in meaningfully reclassifying risk in a large proportion of individuals (S4.4.2-15, S4.4.2-17, S4.4.2-36–S4.4.2-49). In such intermediate-risk adults, those with a CAC score ≥100 Agatston units or CAC ≥75th percentile appear to have ASCVD event rates suggesting that statin therapy would be beneficial (S4.4.2-17, S4.4.2-23). Those with a CAC of zero appear to have 10-year event rates in a lower range that suggests statin therapy may be of limited value for these
patients, with few exceptions including patients with diabetes mellitus, persistent smoking, and family history or premature ASCVD. Cigarette smoking remains a strong risk factor even in the presence of CAC score of zero (S4.4.2-50, S4.4.2-51). In asymptomatic diabetes mellitus, a CAC score of zero is associated with a favorable 5-year prognosis; but after 5 years, the risk of mortality increases significantly for diabetic individuals even in the presence of a baseline CAC score of zero (S4.4.2-52). In patients with a family history of ASCVD, CAC score of zero and may impart less short-term benefit from statin therapy; but considering a high lifetime risk, long-term benefit cannot be discounted (S4.4.2-53). The same holds for CAC score of zero and a high 10 year risk (e.g., ≥20%) (S4.4.2-34). For those with CAC scores of 1 to 99 Agatston units, 10-year ASCVD event rates are 3.8%, 6.5%, and 8.3% for age groups 45 to 54, 55 to 64, and 65 to 74 years (S4.4.2-23), suggesting that CAC scores in this range favor statin initiation only in adults >55 years of age and indicating that risk reclassification is modest for individuals with CAC scores of 1 to 99. Therefore, for patients with CAC scores of 1 to 99, it is reasonable to repeat the risk discussion. If these patients remain untreated, repeat CAC measurement in 5 to 10 years may have some value in reassessing for CAC progression, but data are limited (S4.4.2-12, S4.4.2-13). A systematic review and meta-analysis suggests that knowledge that a patient’s CAC score is greater than zero is beneficial (S4.4.2-38). Selected examples of candidates for CAC scoring who might benefit from knowing that their CAC score is zero are listed in Table 8. There is an increased likelihood that lifestyle therapies and drug therapy will be started or continued with significant, albeit modest, changes in risk factor levels and predicted risk levels.

8. Clinicians may need to address reducing ASCVD risk in higher-risk primary-prevention patients who either do not wish to take a statin or cannot tolerate the recommended intensity of statin therapy. In such patients, it may be reasonable to use LDL-C–lowering drugs that have been proven safe and effective in RCTs, either as monotherapy or combined with a statin (S4.4.2-9). One alternative is a cholesterol absorption inhibitor. An RCT in adults ≥40 years of age with advanced CKD and without known CHD at baseline found that the addition of ezetimibe to a moderate-intensity statin lowered LDL-C 43 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/L) at 1 year (S4.4.2-54). After a median 4.9 years, ezetimibe and simvastatin 40 mg per day resulted in a 17% proportional reduction in major atherosclerotic events compared with placebo (S4.4.2-2). Another alternative is a nonsystemic bile acid sequestrant. Bile acid sequestrants used as monotherapy reduced CHD endpoints in a large primary-prevention trial (S4.4.2-55). Bile acid sequestrants can bind other drugs, so other medications must be avoided for 1 hour before and at least 3 to 4 hours after administration. Adding psyllium can minimize constipation and can reduce the bile acid sequestrant dose (S4.4.2-56). These therapies should be considered in the context of a risk discussion that reviews potential for benefit along with tolerability and safety issues.

9. Benefit from statin therapy is seen in lower-risk individuals (S4.4.2-24). Consideration of enhancing factors in selected younger individuals in this lower risk range, will improve the ability to detect younger patients who develop MI before age 50 years (S4.4.2-58, S4.4.2-59). Nonetheless, the challenge among those in a lower ASCVD risk category is to include those who would benefit yet avoid casting too wide a net, to minimize treating those who would derive little benefit from statin assignment. This risk group benefits greatly from a clinician–patient risk discussion. To arrive at a shared risk decision, clinicians should assess the patient’s priorities for health care, perceived ASCVD risk, and prior risk-reduction experiences and should use best practices to communicate numerical risk (S4.4.2-27). The presence of risk-enhancing factors provides useful information about short term ASCVD risk favoring initiation of statin therapy (Table 6) (S4.4.2-58). Although a CAC score can be useful in selected individuals, it will be positive less often in this lower-risk group than in those with higher levels of ASCVD risk and is not recommended routinely (S4.4.2-17).
Table 7. Checklist for Clinician–Patient Shared Decision-Making for Initiating Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist Item</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ASCVD risk assessment                   | • Assign to statin treatment group; use ASCVD Risk Estimator Plus.*  
  o In lower-risk primary-prevention adults 40-75 y of age with LDL-C ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L).  
  o Not needed in secondary prevention, in those with LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L), or in those 40-75 y of age with diabetes mellitus.  
  • Assess other patient characteristics that influence risk. See Risk-Enhancing Factors (Section 4.4.1.3. and Table 6)  
  • Assess CAC (Section 4.4.1.4.) if risk decision is uncertain and additional information is needed to clarify ASCVD risk.  
  o Use decision tools to explain risk (e.g., ASCVD Risk Estimator Plus,* Mayo Clinic Statin Choice Decision Aid). |
| Lifestyle modifications                 | • Review lifestyle habits (e.g., diet, physical activity, weight or body mass index, and tobacco use).  
  • Endorse a healthy lifestyle and provide relevant advice, materials, or referrals. (e.g., CardioSmart, AHA Life’s Simple 7, NLA Patient Tear Sheets, PCNA Clinicians’ Lifestyle Modification Toolbox, cardiac rehabilitation, dietitian, smoking cessation program). |
| Potential net clinical benefit of pharmacotherapy | • Recommend statins as first-line therapy.  
  • Consider the combination of statin and nonstatin therapy in selected patients.  
  • Discuss potential risk reduction from lipid-lowering therapy.  
  • Discuss the potential for adverse effects or drug–drug interactions. |
| Cost considerations                     | • Discuss potential out-of-pocket cost of therapy to the patient (e.g., insurance plan coverage, tier level, copayment).                                                                                                                     |
| Shared decision-making                  | • Encourage the patient to verbalize what was heard (e.g., patient’s personal ASCVD risk, available options, and risks/benefits).  
  • Invite the patient to ask questions, express values and preferences, and state ability to adhere to lifestyle changes and medications.  
  • Refer patients to trustworthy materials to aid in their understanding of issues regarding risk decisions.  
  • Collaborate with the patient to determine therapy and follow-up plan. |


AHA indicates American Heart Association; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CAC, coronary artery calcium; CKD, chronic kidney disease; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; PCNA, Preventive Cardiology Nurses Association and NLA, National Lipid Association.
Table 8. Selected Examples of Candidates for CAC Measurement Who Might Benefit From Knowing Their CAC Score Is Zero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAC Measurement Candidates Who Might Benefit from Knowing Their CAC Score Is Zero</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Patients reluctant to initiate statin therapy who wish to understand their risk and potential for benefit more precisely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Patients concerned about need to reinstitute statin therapy after discontinuation for statin-associated symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Older patients (men, 55-80 y of age; women, 60-80 y of age) with low burden of risk factors (S4.4.2-60) who question whether they would benefit from statin therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Middle-aged adults (40-55 y of age) with PCE-calculated 10-year risk of ASCVD 5% to &lt;7.5% with factors that increase their ASCVD risk, although they are in a borderline risk group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caveats: If patient is intermediate risk and if a risk decision is uncertain and a CAC score is performed, it is reasonable to withhold statin therapy unless higher risk conditions such as cigarette smoking, family history of premature ASCVD, or diabetes mellitus are present, and to reassess CAC score in 5 to 10 years. Moreover, if CAC is recommended, it should be performed in facilities that have current technology that delivers the lowest radiation possible.

ASCVD indicates atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CAC, coronary artery calcium; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; and PCE, pooled cohort equations.

4.4.3. Monitoring in Response to LDL-C–Lowering Therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation for Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referenced studies that support the recommendation are summarized in Online Data Supplement 17.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1. Adherence to changes in lifestyle and effects of LDL-C–lowering medication should be assessed by measurement of fasting lipids and appropriate safety indicators 4 to 12 weeks after statin initiation or dose adjustment and every 3 to 12 months thereafter based on need to assess adherence or safety (S4.4.3-1–S4.4.3-3).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. Goals for LDL-C lowering in response to lifestyle therapies or a prescribed intensity of statin therapy are defined by percentage responses. Clinical efficacy is monitored by measurement of percentage reductions in LDL-C relative to baseline levels. Baseline LDL-C can be estimated by pretreatment measurements, chart reviews, or measurement after a short interruption of drug therapy. Some clinicians are reluctant to interrupt therapy, although risk is low. Unless a baseline level is established, it will be difficult to evaluate response to therapy. Good adherence to various LDL-lowering diets will reduce LDL-C levels by 10% to >15% (S4.4.3-3). Moderate-intensity statins can be expected to reduce LDL-C levels by another 30% to 49%, and high-intensity statins by ≥50% (Table 3, Section 3.2). The addition of ezetimibe or bile acid sequestrants to statin therapy typically provides an additional 15% to 25% reduction in LDL-C. Much greater additive reductions occur by adding a PCSK9 inhibitor to statin plus ezetimibe. In clinical practice, lifestyle and statin therapy are commonly introduced together. The maximum percentage change will occur by 4 to 12 weeks after starting a statin or
combined therapy. At this time, drug efficacy or initial adherence to therapy can be evaluated. Periodic remeasurements will make it possible to confirm adherence to therapy. Because recommended intensities of drug therapies will vary in adolescents, young adults, adults 40 to 75 years of age, those with severe hypercholesterolemia, and those receiving therapy for secondary prevention, the recommended LDL-C levels to achieve will also vary.

4.4.4. Primary Prevention in Other Age Groups

4.4.4.1. Older Adults

Additional recommendations for adults >75 years of age are included in Section 4.1. (Secondary ASCVD Prevention) and Section 4.3. (Diabetes Mellitus in Adults).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. In adults 75 years of age or older with an LDL-C level of 70 to 189 mg/dL (1.7 to 4.8 mmol/L), initiating a moderate-intensity statin may be reasonable (S4.4.4.1-1–S4.4.4.1-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>2. In adults 75 years of age or older, it may be reasonable to stop statin therapy when functional decline (physical or cognitive), multimorbidity, frailty, or reduced life-expectancy limits the potential benefits of statin therapy (S4.4.4.1-9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>3. In adults 76 to 80 years of age with an LDL-C level of 70 to 189 mg/dL (1.7 to 4.8 mmol/L), it may be reasonable to measure CAC to reclassify those with a CAC score of zero to avoid statin therapy (S4.4.4.1-10, S4.4.4.1-11).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synopsis

Mounting risk factors and subclinical disease are endemic in the rapidly growing population of older adults. Data from RCT (S4.4.4.1-1–S4.4.4.1-4) and a related meta-analysis (S4.4.4.1-5) support primary prevention with statin therapy in older adults up to age 79 years, but some studies do not (S4.4.4.1-12). Nonetheless, data in older subsets (≥80 years of age) remain sparse (S4.4.4.1-6–S4.4.4.1-8). Furthermore, as adults grow older they are more susceptible to statin-related risks (S4.4.4.1-13–S4.4.4.1-15), including those that arise from altered pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, as well as the impact of side effects on health issues such as multimorbidity, polypharmacy, frailty, and cognitive decline. In some patients, the aggregate risks associated with statins may exceed their likely benefits. Limited life spans may also undercut the minimum time for likely statin benefits, especially the 4 to 5 years associated with statins’ stroke-reducing benefits (S4.4.4.1-15). Decisions to not initiate statins, or even to deprescribe them, are reasonable in older adults when aggregate risks outweigh potential for meaningful benefit (S4.4.4.1-9, S4.4.4.1-16–S4.4.4.1-18). A shared decision-making process between clinicians and patients that targets individualized decisions is warranted, with regular reassessments over time. CAC determination (S4.4.4.1-10, S4.4.4.1-11) focuses statin therapy on those who benefit most. For older adults with CAC scores of zero, the likelihood of benefits from statin therapy does not outweigh the risks.
Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. An RCT enrolling 5,084 men and women 70 to 82 years of age showed no benefit from pravastatin 40 mg/d versus placebo in the primary-prevention subgroup (S4.4.4.1-12). Another RCT using pravastatin 40 mg per day versus usual care in older adults showed no statin benefit (S4.4.4.1-19) but there were important concerns about both adherence in those assigned to pravastatin and drop-in statin therapy in those assigned to usual care (S4.4.4.1-1, S4.4.4.1-2, S4.4.4.1-4). A recent meta-analysis (S4.4.4.1-3) combining data from JUPITER and HOPE-3 in those ≥70 years of age showed a statistically significant 26% RRR for nonfatal MI, nonfatal stroke, or cardiovascular death. A prospective cohort study (S4.4.4.1-5) comparing healthy older patients (age ≥70 years) who used statins with those who did not showed significantly lower risk of death but nonsignificant cardiovascular event reduction in the statin group. Other recent meta-analyses (S4.4.4.1-6–S4.4.4.1-8) support primary prevention for adults in their 70s. Thus, clinician–patient discussion of risk versus benefit remains particularly important with inconsistent support and few data for adults >80 years of age. Even a small increase in geriatric-specific adverse effects with statins could offset any cardiovascular benefit (S4.4.4.1-20). Statins may be indicated if, after a clinician–patient discussion, the potential for benefit is thought to outweigh the risks of adverse effects, drug–drug interactions, and cost.

2. A counterpoint to the rationale for statin therapy in primary prevention for adults of older ages is the compelling rationale to discontinue therapy in older adults with severe age-related management complexities. Customary risks associated with statins may be intensified by age (e.g., myalgias) (S4.4.4.1-9) and distinctive risks may also develop because of the broader age context (e.g., multimorbidity, polypharmacy, sarcopenia, falls, frailty, and cognitive decline) (S4.4.4.1-15), potentially confounding effective statin therapy. Aggregate risks increase with age and may become disproportionate to the extent that risks outweigh potential for meaningful benefit. Deprescribing statins becomes an important option to be considered (S4.4.4.1-18). Related studies are evolving, particularly in the palliative care domain. One randomized trial (S4.4.4.1-9) and several nonrandomized studies (albeit of relatively lower quality) show feasibility and utility of deprescribing in older adults with significant management complexity (S4.4.4.1-16, S4.4.4.1-17). Nonetheless, these studies also show that decisions about statins are not intuitive because many frailer or more complex patients may prefer to stay on statins precisely because they are at greatest cardiovascular risk (S4.4.4.1-16). Therefore, it is warranted that decisions about statin therapy be individualized and derived from clinician–patient discussions. Moreover, given the predictable fluctuations of health dynamics, such shared decisions should be reconsidered regularly.

3. Multiple studies indicate the utility of CAC measurement in identifying the absence of atherosclerotic pathophysiology in older adults (S4.4.4.1-10, S4.4.4.1-11). Moreover, with reduced costs, the long-term consequences of using low-dose computed tomography for CAC screening are much less concerning for older patients. If CAC score is zero, the patient may be reclassified to a lower-risk status to avoid statin therapy (S4.4.4.1-11). The BioImage study also indicated that scanning for carotid plaque did not down-classify as many individuals as did a CAC score of zero but still improved specificity of statin assignment (S4.4.4.1-11). Limiting statin therapy to those with CAC scores greater than zero, combined with clinical judgment and patient preference, could provide a valuable awareness with which to inform shared decision-making.

4.4.4.2. Young Adults (20 to 39 Years of Age)

Much of atherosclerosis begins in young adulthood (S4.4.4.2-1). Progression of atherosclerosis thereafter becomes clinically manifest as ASCVD in middle age or later years. Thus, prevention of clinical ASCVD
optimally begins early in life. In children or adolescents, atherosclerosis may begin to appear in those with hypercholesterolemia; in this age range, more aggressive cholesterol-lowering may be indicated. Development of atherosclerosis in young adults most commonly is multifactorial and occurs most rapidly in individuals with multiple risk factors (e.g., hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, cigarette smoking, diabetes mellitus, and obesity) (S4.4.4.2-2).

As discussed in these guidelines (Section 4.2.) FH often goes undiagnosed. Young adults with primary elevations of LDL-C ≥190 mg/dl have a long-term ASCVD burden (S4.4.4.2-3), and statin therapy is recommended. In adults with hypercholesterolemia, cascade screening often identifies other family members with elevated LDL-C (Section 4.2.).

However even moderate hypercholesterolemia can accelerate development of atherosclerosis (S4.4.4.2-4). Secondary causes of elevated cholesterol (hypothyroidism (TSH), obstructive liver disease (liver panel), renal disease and nephrosis (creatinine and urine analysis) as well as dietary and medication history should be addressed appropriately (S4.4.4.2-5). Elevations of LDL-C persisting after excluding secondary causes suggests genetic forms of hypercholesterolemia. Young adults who experience prolonged exposure to hyperlipidemia prior to age 55 are shown to have significantly increased risk of coronary heart disease (S4.4.4.2-6). Intensive lifestyle change has the potential to reduce the hyperlipidemia and associated ASCVD risk factor burden.

A smaller group, but even at higher risk, are young adults with persistent, moderate hypercholesterolemia (LDL-C 160-189 mg/dL), especially when risk-enhancing factors, such as a family history of premature ASCVD, are present. Since there is increased probability of genetic FH in this LDL-C range, clinical judgment would suggest that these high risk young adults will benefit from long-term statin therapy (S4.4.4.2-7) (Section 4.2.). Indeed, it has been shown that those with higher LDL-C can gain as much or more benefit from cholesterol reduction as do those with lower pretreatment LDL-C but at higher risk (S4.4.4.2-8, S4.4.4.2-9).

In young adults without phenotypically severe hypercholesterolemia, risk assessment should begin by estimation of lifetime risk (S4.4.4.2-10). The pooled cohort equations (PCE) can be used to estimate lifetime risk starting at age 21 years (see Section 4.4.2.). This information can inform a focused risk discussion designed to improve high-risk lifestyle behaviors including tobacco use, sedentary lifestyle and/or poor diet (S4.4.4.2-11, S4.4.4.2-12). When young adults with hypercholesterolemia or multiple risk factors are identified, lifestyle intervention is indicated. To date, no long-term RCTs with cholesterol-lowering drugs have been carried out in those 20 to 39 years age. However, a primary prevention RCT in those younger individuals at low to moderate short-term risk, but at high lifetime risk has been proposed (S4.4.4.2-13).

One approach to identifying young adults who could benefit from statins or drug combination would be to detect significant coronary atherosclerosis with coronary artery calcium (CAC) scores. Its use for this purpose has been suggested (S4.4.4.2-14). But again, absence of RCT data precludes guideline recommendations at this time.
### 4.4.4.3. Children and Adolescents

#### Recommendations for Children and Adolescents

Referenced studies that support recommendations are summarized in Online Data Supplements 18, 19, 20, and 21.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1. In children and adolescents with lipid disorders related to obesity, it is recommended to intensify lifestyle therapy, including moderate caloric restriction and regular aerobic physical activity (S4.4.4.3-1–S4.4.4.3-4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>2. In children and adolescents with lipid abnormalities, lifestyle counseling is beneficial for lowering LDL-C (S4.4.4.3-1–S4.4.4.3-3, S4.4.4.3-5–S4.4.4.3-12).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>3. In children and adolescents 10 years of age or older with an LDL-C level persistently 190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L) or higher or 160 mg/dL (4.1 mmol/L) or higher with a clinical presentation consistent with FH (see Section 4.2.) and who do not respond adequately with 3 to 6 months of lifestyle therapy, it is reasonable to initiate statin therapy (S4.4.4.3-13–S4.4.4.3-16).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>4. In children and adolescents with a family history of either early CVD* or significant hypercholesterolemia,† it is reasonable to measure a fasting or nonfasting lipoprotein profile as early as age 2 years to detect FH or rare forms of hypercholesterolemia (S4.4.4.3-17–S4.4.4.3-21).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>5. In children and adolescents found to have moderate or severe hypercholesterolemia, it is reasonable to carry out reverse-cascade screening of family members, which includes cholesterol testing for first-, second-, and when possible, third-degree biological relatives, for detection of familial forms of hypercholesterolemia (S4.4.4.3-22–S4.4.4.3-24).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>6. In children and adolescents with obesity or other metabolic risk factors, it is reasonable to measure a fasting lipid profile to detect lipid disorders as components of the metabolic syndrome (S4.4.4.3-25–S4.4.4.3-27).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>7. In children and adolescents without cardiovascular risk factors or family history of early CVD, it may be reasonable to measure a fasting lipid profile or nonfasting non HDL-C once between the ages of 9 and 11 years, and again between the ages of 17 and 21 years, to detect moderate to severe lipid abnormalities (S4.4.4.3-19, S4.4.4.3-21, S4.4.4.3-27–S4.4.4.3-29).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Family history of early CVD is defined here as MI, documented angina, or atherosclerosis by angiography in parents, siblings, grandparents, aunts, or uncles (<55 years of age for men, <65 years of age for women).

†TC ≥240 mg/dL (≥6.2 mmol/L), LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L), non–HDL-C ≥220 mg/dL (≥5.7 mmol/L), or known primary hypercholesterolemia.
Synopsis

Abnormal lipid levels are relatively common in children and adolescents, affecting approximately 1 in 5 adolescents (§4.4.4.3-25). Confirmed lipid disorders are less common but occur frequently in the presence of obesity, often accompanied by cardiovascular risk factors, and contribute to increased rates of cardiovascular and metabolic morbidity and mortality. Severe hypercholesterolemia (LDL ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L)) affects ~1 in 250 children and adolescents. Testing for lipid disorders can identify both severe hypercholesterolemia and multifactorial lifestyle-related dyslipidemia. Nonfasting lipid testing is effective for initial screening purposes, and non–HDL-C is a reasonable screening test. No available evidence evaluates benefits of childhood lipid screening for modifying CVD events or associated long-term harm. However, significantly abnormal lipid levels track from childhood to adulthood. Furthermore, subclinical atherosclerosis, as measured by carotid intima-media thickness, is abnormal in children with FH. Strong evidence shows that lifestyle modification improves lipid levels in childhood without adverse effects on growth and maturation; however, effect sizes are small, and adherence may wane over time. Statins and nonstatins lower TC and LDL-C with minimal adverse effects in children and adolescents with severe hypercholesterolemia. There are scant data on pharmacological treatment of multifactorial lifestyle-related dyslipidemia.

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. In children and adolescents with lipid abnormalities and obesity, lifestyle-modification therapy should be intensified over and above usual therapy for childhood obesity and should include moderate caloric restriction and sufficient physical activity (e.g., 30-60 minutes of moderate to vigorous activity on most days). Utilization of resources for nutritional education and counseling is encouraged.

2. Lifestyle-modification interventions in childhood and adolescence show short- and long-term benefits to lipid levels and subclinical atherosclerosis measures in RCTs (§4.4.4.3-5–§4.4.4.3-8) and observational studies of children and adolescents with lipid disorders (§4.4.4.3-3, §4.4.4.3-9). No adverse effects on growth or maturation have been demonstrated (§4.4.4.3-6). The impact of these interventions on lipid levels and subclinical atherosclerosis is small; no studies report CVD event rates. There are likely other unmeasured health benefits of lifestyle-modification interventions for chronic disease outcomes (e.g., obesity, diabetes mellitus, and cancer). These benefits support the recommendation to treat children and adolescents with lipid disorders with lifestyle-modification interventions, generally by using a family-based approach and promoting a heart-healthy diet, plenty of physical activity, avoidance of cigarette smoking, maintenance of a healthy weight, maintenance of normal blood pressure, and maintenance of normal glycemia.

3. Statins and nonstatins lower TC and LDL-C in children and adolescents with FH (§4.4.4.3-30), and other health conditions that put them at increased risk of CVD (§4.4.4.3-31, §4.4.4.3-32). Evidence from these RCTs demonstrates low short- and medium-term adverse event rates (abnormalities in liver function test, creatine kinase [CK] levels, and reported myopathy) with statin use in children and adolescents with FH (§4.4.4.3-30). Limited data show benefit from statins to subclinical atherosclerosis in FH. These data, coupled with the increased risk of CVD in untreated severe hypercholesterolemia, support the use of statins in children and adolescents at ages ≥10 years who have FH (§4.4.4.3-33, §4.4.4.3-34) and have not responded to 3 to 6 months of lifestyle therapy. Statins may be considered at age 8 years in the presence of concerning family history, extremely elevated LDL-C level, or elevated Lp(a), in the context of informed shared decision-making and counseling with the patient and family. The intensity of treatment should be based on the severity of the hypercholesterolemia and should incorporate patient/family preference. Scant data on the use of ezetimibe in children with severe hypercholesterolemia show reasonable LDL-C lowering with no
significant adverse effects (S4.4.4.3-13). Nonsystemic bile acid sequestrants can be useful for LDL-C lowering, but tolerability is an issue (S4.4.4.3-13–S4.4.4.3-16).

4. Lipid testing during childhood can identify the severe hypercholesterolemia phenotype (S4.4.4.3-35). Severe hypercholesterolemia, which includes FH, can be identified in children and adolescents with an LDL-C level ≥190 mg/dL (≥4.9 mmol/L). Moreover, children and adolescents with LDL-C ≥160 mg/dL (≥4.1 mmol/L) and a family history of early atherosclerosis or similarly elevated cholesterol in 1 parent likely are those with FH and related genetic disorders associated with accelerated ASCVD (S4.4.4.3-17–S4.4.4.3-21). Subclinical atherosclerosis data suggest divergence between affected and unaffected children and adolescents beginning at age 10 years (S4.4.4.3-28), which supports screening by this age, although this topic is still considered controversial (S4.4.4.3-36). Screening is advised beginning at age 2 years if a family history is suggestive of either early CVD or significant primary hypercholesterolemia. Identification of a child with severe hypercholesterolemia should prompt screening of extended family members (e.g., reverse-cascade screening), according to studies outside the United States demonstrating efficacy of this approach (S4.4.4.3-37). Screening for severe hypercholesterolemia on the basis of family history includes an expanded group of family members (e.g., grandparents, aunts, and uncles) in addition to parents and siblings because siblings of children are unlikely to have had cardiovascular events or been identified with significant cholesterol disorders (S4.4.4.3-38).

5. One advantage of measuring lipids in children and adolescents is to identify genetic abnormalities in lipid metabolism that may be present in other family members. Regardless of the age at which abnormalities are detected, reverse-cascade screening in families is highly effective for the identification of family members at risk of ASCVD (S4.4.4.3-22–S4.4.4.3-24).

6. Observational studies of children and adolescents show that obesity and other lifestyle-related behaviors and metabolic syndrome risk factors including lipid abnormalities (S4.4.4.3-25, S4.4.4.3-26), and with subclinical atherosclerosis into young adulthood (S4.4.4.3-38, S4.4.4.3-39), occur at higher rates than in lean and otherwise healthy children and adolescents. Longitudinal cohort data show moderate tracking of cardiovascular risk factors from childhood to adulthood in the general pediatric population (S4.4.4.3-40), suggesting some persistence of the underlying pathophysiology and potential benefit of identifying lipid disorders in childhood.

7. Selective screening for lipid disorders on the basis of family history (Recommendation 1) or lifestyle-related factors (Recommendation 2) identifies only a portion of childhood lipid abnormalities (S4.4.4.3-19, S4.4.4.3-21, S4.4.4.3-26) (Table 9). Therefore, concordant with the 2011 National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Expert Panel on Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents (S4.4.4.3-41), universal pediatric lipid screening has been advised in recent pediatric guidelines (S4.4.4.3-42), specifically focusing on ages 9 to 11 years and then ages 17 to 21 years because TC and LDL-C levels decrease 10% to 20% during puberty. However, the long-term benefits and harms of universal screening have not been tested in RCTs. Observational studies demonstrate that universal screening can identify severe lipid abnormalities (S4.4.4.3-18, S4.4.4.3-19), and in scant data universal screening is associated with changes in family lifestyle behaviors. Nonfasting lipid parameters are similar to fasting ones, and screening with a nonfasting non–HDL-C is a reasonable approach to population screening in childhood. Although research on this topic continues, universal screening may be reasonable given the substantial benefits of identifying severe hypercholesterolemia (see Section 4.2., “Severe Hypercholesterolemia”), including FH, and possible benefits of lifestyle counseling for multifactorial dyslipemias (S4.4.4.3-3, S4.4.4.3-5–S4.4.4.3-9, S4.4.4.3-25, S4.4.4.3-26, S4.4.4.3-38–S4.4.4.3-40).
Table 9. Normal and Abnormal Lipid Values in Childhood*†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid</th>
<th>Acceptable, mg/dL</th>
<th>Borderline, mg/dL</th>
<th>Abnormal, mg/dL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>&lt;170 (&lt;4.3 mmol)</td>
<td>170-199 (4.3-5.1 mmol)</td>
<td>≥200 (≥5.1 mmol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (0-9 y)</td>
<td>&lt;75 (&lt;0.8 mmol)</td>
<td>75-99 (0.8-1.1 mmol)</td>
<td>≥100 (≥1.1 mmol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (10-19 y)</td>
<td>&lt;90 (&lt;1.0 mmol)</td>
<td>90-129 (1.0-1.5 mmol)</td>
<td>≥130 (≥1.4 mmol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-C</td>
<td>&gt;45 (&gt;1.2 mmol)</td>
<td>40-45 (1.0-1.2 mmol)</td>
<td>&lt;40 (&lt;1.0 mmol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>&lt;110 (&lt;2.8 mmol)</td>
<td>110-129 (2.8-3.3 mmol)</td>
<td>≥130 (≥3.4 mmol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non–HDL-C</td>
<td>&lt;120 (&lt;3.1 mmol)</td>
<td>120-144 (3.1-3.7 mmol)</td>
<td>≥145 (≥3.7 mmol)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values for plasma lipid and lipoprotein levels are from the NCEP Expert Panel on Cholesterol Levels in Children. Non–HDL-C values from the Bogalusa Heart Study are equivalent to the NCEP Pediatric Panel cutpoints for LDL-C.
†The cutpoints for high and borderline high represent approximately the 95th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Low cutpoints for HDL-C represent approximately the 10th percentile.
Values given are in mg/dL. To convert to SI units, divide the results for TC, LDL-C, HDL-C, and non–HDL-C by 38.6; for triglycerides, divide by 88.6.
HDL-C indicates high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; NCEP, National Cholesterol Education Program; SI, Système international d’unités (International System of Units); and TC, total cholesterol.

4.5. Other Populations at Risk

4.5.1. Ethnicity

**Recommendation for Other Populations at Risk**

Referenced studies that support the recommendation are summarized in Online Data Supplements 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. For clinical decision-making in adults of different race/ethnicities, it is reasonable for clinicians to review race/ethnic features that can influence ASCVD risk (S4.5.1-1) so as to adjust choice of statin or intensity of treatment (S4.5.1-1–S4.5.1-4).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Synopsis

Race/ethnicity factors can influence estimations of ASCVD risk (S4.5.1–S4.5.1-4), intensity of treatment (S4.5.1-1–S4.5.1-4) or even lipid drug use (S4.5.1-5, S4.5.1-6). Important examples include the heightened risk of ASCVD in those who identify as South Asians, the increased sensitivity to statins in those who identify as East Asians, and the increased prevalence of hypertension in blacks. An important issue in management of ASCVD risk in those who identify as Hispanics/Latinos in the United States is the lack of specificity of the term Hispanic/Latino. Race/ethnicity and country of origin, together with socioeconomic status and acculturation level, should be discussed and may explain ASCVD risk factor burden more precisely than the generic term Hispanic/Latino (S4.5.1-6–S4.5.1-11). In addition, those who identify as Native American/Alaskan natives have high rates of risk factors for ASCVD compared to non-Hispanic whites. In many ways, the increase in metabolic risk factors and propensity for diabetes mellitus resembles the risk profiles of those who identify as Mexican-Americans (S4.5.1-12). Table 10 reviews these and other racial/ethnic issues that may be useful in clinical management.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racial/Ethnic Groupings</th>
<th>Asian Americans (S4.5.1-4, S4.5.1-13)*</th>
<th>Hispanic/Latino Americans (S4.5.1-7–S4.5.1-11)†</th>
<th>Blacks (S4.5.1-14)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASCVD issues informed by race/ethnicity</strong></td>
<td>ASCVD risk in people of South Asian and East Asian origin varies by country of origin; individuals from South Asia (see below) have increased ASCVD risk.</td>
<td>Race/ethnicity and country of origin, together with socioeconomic status and acculturation level, may explain risk factor burden more precisely (e.g., ASCVD risk is higher among individuals from Puerto Rico than those from Mexico).</td>
<td>ASCVD risk assessment in black women shows increased ASCVD risk compared with their otherwise similar white counterparts.</td>
<td>There is heterogeneity in risk according to racial/ethnic group and within racial/ethnic groups. Native American/Alaskan populations have high rates of risk factors for ASCVD compared to non-Hispanic whites. (S4.5.1-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lipid issues informed by race/ethnicity (S4.5.1-15, S4.5.1-16)</strong></td>
<td>Asian Americans have lower levels of HDL-C than whites. There is higher prevalence of LDL-C among Asian Indians, Filipinos, Japanese, and Vietnamese than among whites. An increased prevalence of high TG was seen in all Asian American subgroups.</td>
<td>Hispanic/Latino women have higher prevalence of low HDL-C compared with Hispanic/Latino men.</td>
<td>Blacks have higher levels of HDL-C and lower levels of triglycerides than non-Hispanic whites or Mexican Americans.</td>
<td>All ethnic groups appear to be at greater risk for dyslipidemia, but important to identify those with more sedentary behavior and less favorable diet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Metabolic issues informed by race/ethnicity (S4.5.1-3, S4.5.1-17, S4.5.1-18)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased MetS is seen with lower waist circumference than in whites. DM develops at a lower lean body mass and at earlier ages (S4.5.1-19–S4.5.1-21). Majority of risk in South Asians is explained by known risk factors, especially those related to insulin resistance (S4.5.1-13).</td>
<td>DM is disproportionately present compared with whites and blacks. There is increased prevalence of MetS and DM in Mexican Americans compared with whites and Puerto Ricans. There is increased prevalence of DM. Features of MetS vary by race/ethnicity. Waist circumference, not weight, should be used to determine abdominal adiposity when possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Risk Decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCE (S4.5.1-22–S4.5.1-25)</th>
<th>Risk Decisions (S4.5.1-22–S4.5.1-24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No separate PCE is available; use PCE for whites. PCE may underestimate ASCVD risk in South Asians. PCE may overestimate risk in East Asians (S4.5.1-26).</td>
<td>No separate PCE is available; use PCE for non-Hispanic whites. If African-American ancestry is also present, then use PCE for blacks. Use PCE for blacks (S4.5.1-10). Country-specific race/ethnicity, along with socioeconomic status, may affect estimation of risk by PCE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAC score (S4.5.1-27–S4.5.1-30)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In terms of CAC burden, South Asian men were similar to non-Hispanic white men, but higher CAC than blacks, Latinos, and Chinese Americans. South Asian women had similar CAC scores to whites and other racial/ethnic women, although CAC burden higher in older age (S4.5.1-31).</td>
<td>CAC predicts similarly in whites and in those who identify as Hispanic/Latino. In MESA, CAC score was highest in white and Hispanic men, with blacks having significantly lower prevalence and severity of CAC. Risk factor differences in MESA between ethnicities did not fully explain variability in CAC. However, CAC predicted ASCVD events over and above traditional risk factors in all ethnicities (S4.5.1-32).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifestyle counseling (use principles of</strong></td>
<td><strong>Use lifestyle counseling to recommend a heart-healthy diet</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use lifestyle counseling to recommend a heart-healthy diet consistent</strong></td>
<td><strong>Use lifestyle counseling to recommend a heart-healthy diet</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asian and Hispanic/Latino groups need to be disaggregated because</strong></td>
<td><strong>Asian and Hispanic/Latino groups need to be disaggregated because</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Mediterranean and DASH diets**

- Consistent with racial/ethnic preferences to avoid weight gain and address BP and lipids.

**Intensity of statin therapy and response to LDL-C lowering**

- Japanese patients may be sensitive to statin dosing. In an open-label, randomized primary-prevention trial, Japanese participants had a reduction in CVD events with low-intensity doses of pravastatin as compared with placebo (S4.5.1-33). In a secondary-prevention trial, Japanese participants with CAD benefitted from a moderate-intensity dose of pitavastatin (S4.5.1-34).
- No sensitivity to statin dosage is seen, as compared with non-Hispanic white or black individuals.
- No sensitivity to statin dosage is seen, as compared with non-Hispanic white individuals.
- Using a lower statin intensity in Japanese patients may give results similar to those seen with higher intensities in non-Japanese patients.

**Safety**

- Higher rosvastatin plasma levels are seen in Japanese, Chinese, Malay, and Asian Indians as compared with whites (S4.5.1-35-S4.5.1-37). FDA recommends a lower starting dose (5 mg of rosvastatin in Asians versus 10 mg in whites). Caution is urged as dose is uptitrated.
- There are no specific safety issues with statins related to Hispanic/Latino ethnicity (S4.5.1-38).
- Baseline serum CK values are higher in blacks than in whites (S4.5.1-39). The 95th percentile race/ethnicity-specific and sex-specific serum CK normal levels are available for assessing changes in serum CK.
- Clinicians should take Asian race into account when prescribing dose of rosvastatin (See package insert). In adults of East Asian descent, other statins should be used preferentially over simvastatin (S4.5.1-5).

---

*The term Asian characterizes a diverse portion of the world’s population. Individuals from Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka make up most of the South Asian group (S.4.5.1-26). Individuals from Japan, Korea, and China make up most of the East Asian group.*
†The term Hispanics/Latinos in the United States characterizes a diverse population group. This includes white, black, and Native American races. Their ancestry goes from Europe to America, including among these, individuals from the Caribbean, Mexico, and Central and South America.

ASCVD indicates atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; BP, blood pressure; CAC, coronary artery calcium; CAD, coronary artery disease; CK, creatine kinase; CVD, cardiovascular disease; DASH, Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension; DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; FDA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; MESA, Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; MetS, metabolic syndrome; and PCE, pooled cohort equations.

### 4.5.2. Hypertriglyceridemia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. In adults 20 years of age or older with moderate hypertriglyceridemia (fasting or nonfasting triglycerides 175 to 499 mg/dL [1.9 to 5.6 mmol/L]), clinicians should address and treat lifestyle factors (obesity and metabolic syndrome), secondary factors (diabetes mellitus, chronic liver or kidney disease and/or nephrotic syndrome, hypothyroidism), and medications that increase triglycerides (S4.5.2-1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>2. In adults 40 to 75 years of age with moderate or severe hypertriglyceridemia and ASCVD risk of 7.5% or higher, it is reasonable to reevaluate ASCVD risk after lifestyle and secondary factors are addressed and to consider a persistently elevated triglyceride level as a factor favoring initiation or intensification of statin therapy (see Section 4.4.2.) (S4.5.2-2–S4.5.2-6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>3. In adults 40 to 75 years of age with severe hypertriglyceridemia (fasting triglycerides ≥500 mg/dL [≥5.6 mmol/L]) and ASCVD risk of 7.5% or higher, it is reasonable to address reversible causes of high triglyceride and to initiate statin therapy (S4.5.2-3–S4.5.2-5, S4.5.2-7, S4.5.2-8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>4. In adults with severe hypertriglyceridemia (fasting triglycerides ≥500 mg/dL [≥5.7 mmol/L]), and especially fasting triglycerides ≥1000 mg/dL (11.3 mmol/L)), it is reasonable to identify and address other causes of hypertriglyceridemia, and if triglycerides are persistently elevated or increasing, to further reduce triglycerides by implementation of a very low-fat diet, avoidance of refined carbohydrates and alcohol, consumption of omega-3 fatty acids, and, if necessary to prevent acute pancreatitis, fibrate therapy (S4.5.2-7, S4.5.2-9).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synopsis**

Two categories of elevated triglycerides consist of moderate hypertriglyceridemia (fasting or nonfasting triglycerides 150-499 mg/dL [1.6-5.6 mmol/L]) and severe hypertriglyceridemia (fasting triglycerides ≥500 mg/dL [≥5.6 mmol/L]). In the former, excess triglycerides are carried in VLDL. In the latter, most patients...
have elevated VLDL plus chylomicrons. VLDL are believed to be atherogenic, similar to LDL. There are many causes of elevated VLDL, and it is reasonable to reduce their levels to reduce risk of ASCVD. With severe hypertriglyceridemia, elevations of VLDL raise risk of ASCVD, but increases in chylomicrons impart risk of acute pancreatitis. Therapies should address excesses in both lipoproteins.

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. In patients with moderate hypertriglyceridemia, it is reasonable to reduce both atherogenic VLDL and associated risk factors by nonpharmacological means where possible. This can best be achieved by identification and treatment of the multiple underlying causes of elevated triglycerides (e.g., lifestyle causes, secondary disorders, and triglyceride-raising drugs) (S4.5.2-1). Triglyceride-raising drugs include oral estrogens, tamoxifen, raloxifene, retinoids, immunosuppressive drugs (cyclosporine, sirolimus, tacrolimus), beta blockers, interferon, atypical antipsychotic drugs, protease inhibitors, thiazide diuretics, glucocorticoids, rosiglitazone, bile acid sequestrants, L-asparaginase, and cyclophosphamide.

2. Most patients with severe hypertriglyceridemia have multiple ASCVD risk factors and are at enhanced risk of developing atherosclerotic disease (S4.5.2-3–S4.5.2-5, S4.5.2-9). This risk is conveyed by atherogenic VLDL plus other factors, such as obesity, metabolic syndrome, and hyperglycemia. Although chylomicronemia per se may not be atherogenic, in most patients it associates with other atherogenic factors (S4.5.2-10–S4.5.2-13). For this reason, initiation of statin therapy is reasonable. We stress that statins alone cannot prevent increasing levels of triglycerides in the face of secondary causes (see Recommendation 1) from triggering acute hypertriglyceridemic pancreatitis. Indeed, in the pregnant woman with severe hypertriglyceridemia, statins are not part of the treatment regimen because they are not recommended at the present time in pregnancy. (See Section 5., “Statin Safety and Statin-Associated Side Effects.”)

3. Epidemiological studies show that patients with moderate hypertriglyceridemia generally are at increased risk of ASCVD (S4.5.2-2–S4.5.2-4). Few studies that primarily recruited patients with hypertriglyceridemia have been carried out with triglyceride-lowering drugs. Statin therapy reduces VLDL similarly to fibrates (S4.5.2-5), and statin trials include hypertriglyceridemic patients. Indeed, there is evidence to show that VLDL excess increases the patient’s ASCVD risk and hence benefit from statin therapy (S4.5.2-6). Therefore, if an adult patient with moderate hypertriglyceridemia has poorly controlled major risk factors for ASCVD and a 10-year risk of ASCVD ≥7.5% by the PCE, it is reasonable to either initiate or intensify statin therapy. (See Section 4.4.2., “Primary Prevention in Adults 40 to 75 Years of Age.”)

4. Most patients with triglycerides ≥500 mg/dL (≥5.6 mmol/L) have elevations of both VLDL and chylomicrons. Elevations of chylomicrons typically are present when triglycerides are ≥500 mg/dL (≥5.6 mmol/L), and chylomicronemia may cause acute pancreatitis. The higher the triglyceride level, the greater is the risk (S4.5.2-7). Patients with triglycerides in the 500- to 999-mg/dL (5.6- to 11.2-mmol/L) range are at risk of developing unrecognized marked increases in triglycerides, leading to pancreatitis. Most cases of severe hypertriglyceridemia have a genetic component, but secondary factors may contribute (S4.5.2-9, S4.5.2-14). To prevent acute pancreatitis, it is reasonable to reduce triglycerides whenever levels exceed 500 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L). This reduction can be achieved by addressing and eliminating the underlying factors as described in Recommendation 1, implementing a very low-fat diet (S4.5.2-9), and adding fibrates or omega-3 fatty acids for patients with persistently elevated severe hypertriglyceridemia (S4.5.2-15). These are the most reliable pharmacological therapies to reduce triglycerides to a safer level. If a fibrate is necessary in a patient being treated with a statin, it is safer to use fenofibrate than gemfibrozil because of lower risk of severe myopathy (S4.5.2-16). Severe or life-threatening hypertriglyceridemia during pregnancy is best managed in consultation with a lipid specialist (S4.5.2-17).
4.5.3. Issues Specific to Women

Recommendations for Issues Specific to Women

Referenced studies that support recommendations are summarized in Online Data Supplements 33, 34, and 35.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. Clinicians should consider conditions specific to women, such as premature menopause (age &lt;40 years) and history of pregnancy-associated disorders (hypertension, preeclampsia, gestational diabetes mellitus, small-for-gestational-age infants, preterm deliveries), when discussing lifestyle intervention and the potential for benefit of statin therapy (S4.5.3-1–S4.5.3-6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>2. Women of childbearing age who are treated with statin therapy and are sexually active should be counseled to use a reliable form of contraception (S4.5.3-7–S4.5.3-12).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>C-LD</td>
<td>3. Women of childbearing age with hypercholesterolemia who plan to become pregnant should stop the statin 1 to 2 months before pregnancy is attempted, or if they become pregnant while on a statin, should have the statin stopped as soon as the pregnancy is discovered (S4.5.3-7–S4.5.3-12).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synopsis

Although atherosclerosis typically occurs later in women than in men, CVD remains the leading cause of death in women. Statins clearly reduce ASCVD events in women as well as in men with ASCVD. The 2015 meta-analysis by the CTT Collaboration showed no heterogeneity by gender for the risk of major vascular events with statin therapy in participants with a history of vascular disease (S4.5.3-13). A history of certain pregnancy-related conditions and premature menopause (age <40 years) have been associated with increased ASCVD risk. However, current best practice emphasizes that statins should not be taken during pregnancy. Thus, women of childbearing age who are on statin therapy and are sexually active should use a reliable form of contraception to avoid pregnancy. When pregnancy is planned, stopping statin therapy 1 to 2 months before pregnancy is attempted is suggested as reasonable guidance. When an unplanned pregnancy occurs, statins should be stopped immediately when the pregnancy is discovered. Both cholesterol and triglycerides rise with pregnancy, and those with genetic lipid disorders should consider consulting a clinician with lipid expertise before starting the pregnancy.

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. Several conditions specific to women (e.g., hypertensive disorders during pregnancy, preeclampsia, gestational diabetes mellitus, delivering a preterm or low-birth-weight infant (S4.5.3-2–S4.5.3-4), and premature menopause [age <40 years] (S4.5.3-5, S4.5.3-6, S4.5.3-14)) have been shown to increase ASCVD risk. The present guideline includes preeclampsia and premature menopause (age <40 years) as risk-enhancing factors for statin therapy because they appear to increase ASCVD risk in the same range as other risk-enhancing factors. On the other hand, the mechanism or cause of preterm birth is often unknown; therefore, it is difficult to routinely include this condition as a risk-enhancing factor.
for statin therapy. Furthermore, if gestational diabetes mellitus predisposes a woman to metabolic syndrome or diabetes mellitus, these are already identified as risk-enhancing or major ASCVD risk factors. After pregnancy and throughout the life course of every woman, a thorough pregnancy history should be obtained, and risk factors and risk-enhancing factors should be identified. Interventions should include aggressive lifestyle counseling to reduce ASCVD risk and when appropriate, statin therapy, if ASCVD risk estimation indicates that the potential for benefit from statin therapy outweighs the potential for adverse effects. Decisions should be made in the context of a risk discussion and should take into consideration an informed patient preference.

2. All statins are currently contraindicated in pregnant women, primarily as a result of a 2004 series of cases of first-trimester statin exposure reported to the FDA, which showed 20 cases of malformation, including 5 severe defects of the central nervous system and 5 unilateral limb deficiencies (S4.5.3-7). In all cases of adverse birth outcomes, the statin used was lipophilic. No malformation was identified in the 14 infants exposed to pravastatin (hydrophilic). Since this case series, cohort studies of statin exposure in pregnancy did not show an increase in teratogenic risk (S4.5.3-8–S4.5.3-10), and in fact, the safety of pravastatin is under study for the prevention of preeclampsia in high-risk pregnant women (S4.5.3-15). In a meta-analysis of 6 studies of pregnant women exposed to statins, no increased risk of birth defects was observed compared with control subjects. However, there was an increased risk of miscarriage in the statin-exposed women versus controls (S4.5.3-11). Furthermore, in a recent retrospective cohort study that used time-to-event analysis as a covariate, the adjusted hazard ratio of spontaneous pregnancy loss in the statin-exposed group was increased (S4.5.3-12). The increase in miscarriages may be related to confounders, such as older age, CVD risk factors, and other medications.

3. A reasonable approach is to stop statins 1 to 2 months before pregnancy is attempted. When pregnancy is unplanned, statin therapy should be stopped promptly and not restarted until after pregnancy and breastfeeding are completed. Cholesterol levels rise in pregnancy, with a similar percentage rise in normal women and those with heterozygous FH. Women with FH do not appear to have a higher risk of preterm delivery or of having infants with low birth weight or congenital malformations than unaffected women, but undetected bias cannot be ruled out (S4.5.3-16). An experienced lipid specialist should be consulted for women with homozygous FH whose care is beyond the scope of the present guideline. Also, triglyceride levels rise progressively with each trimester, and women with triglyceride levels ≥500 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L) at the onset of pregnancy may develop severe hypertriglyceridemia during the third trimester of pregnancy, which can lead to pancreatitis (S4.5.3-17). Advising patients on lifestyle (including both diet and physical activity), optimally managing diseases like diabetes mellitus and hypothyroidism, and choosing medications that are less likely to raise triglycerides can reduce levels of triglycerides before pregnancy begins. Treatment of severe hypertriglyceridemic pregnancy is also beyond the scope of the present guideline and requires consultation with an experienced lipid specialist.

### 4.5.4 Adults With CKD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Il[a]</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>1. In adults 40 to 75 years of age with LDL-C 70 to 189 mg/dL (1.7 to 4.8 mmol/L) who are at 10-year ASCVD risk of 7.5% or higher, CKD not treated with dialysis or kidney transplantation is a risk-enhancing factor and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
initiation of a moderate-intensity statin or moderate-intensity statins combined with ezetimibe can be useful (S4.5.4-1, S4.5.4-2).

2. In adults with advanced kidney disease that requires dialysis treatment who are currently on LDL-lowering therapy with a statin, it may be reasonable to continue the statin (S4.5.4-2).

3. In adults with advanced kidney disease who require dialysis treatment, initiation of a statin is not recommended (S4.5.4-3, S4.5.4-4).

Synopsis

CKD is a risk-enhancing factor for ASCVD. In risk discussion with intermediate-risk patients, the presence of CKD favors initiation of statin therapy. In adults with advanced kidney disease requiring dialysis treatment who are currently on pharmacological LDL-lowering therapy with a statin, it may be reasonable to continue the statin (S4.5.4-2). In adults with CKD that requires dialysis treatment, initiation of a statin is not recommended on the basis of 2 large-scale RCTs (S4.5.4-3, S4.5.4-4).

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. Reduced eGFR (<60 mL/min/1.73 m² not on dialysis) and presence of albuminuria (albumin-to-creatinine ratio ≥30 mcg/mg) are independently associated with elevated risk of ASCVD. Hence, in intermediate-risk patients, CKD counts as a risk-enhancing factor. According to some studies (S4.5.4-5), the cardiovascular risk for persons with reduced eGFR may be as high as that observed among patients with diabetes mellitus and no CKD. Presence of albuminuria with reduced eGFR multiplies this CVD risk. The risk is graded and increases with severity of eGFR impairment, with observed threshold of risk beginning around 75 mL/min/1.73 m², whereas the risk associated with albuminuria is linear (S4.5.4-6). Trials show absolute benefit from statin use, and this benefit is consistent across eGFR stages. However, the RRR per LDL-C–lowering may be lower with more advanced CKD. Albuminuria is independently associated with CVD risk. However, the one trial done for primary prevention in persons with albuminuria and preserved eGFR had too few events to be conclusive (S4.5.4-7).

2. According to this recommendation, in patients with CKD who are currently taking a statin, it may be reasonable to continue the statin. In support of this, in the SHARP trial (Study of Heart and Renal Protection) (simvastatin plus ezetimibe versus placebo), >30% of persons transitioned to dialysis (S4.5.4-2). After weighting for subgroup-specific reductions in LDL-C was performed, the proportional effects on major atherosclerotic events were similar in patients on dialysis and those who were not on dialysis.

3. Although persons on dialysis have the highest absolute risk of events (and thus potential for higher ARR), the proportion of deaths thought to be due to atherosclerotic events is lower (S4.5.4-3, S4.5.4-4). The lack of benefit in RCTs with statin initiation among persons on dialysis raises the question of competing risks. Unfortunately, there are not enough data to distinguish the potential for benefit from statin therapy between those on peritoneal dialysis and those on hemodialysis.
4.5.5. Adults With Chronic Inflammatory Disorders and HIV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>1. In adults 40 to 75 years of age with LDL-C 70 to 189 mg/dL (1.7 to 4.8 mmol/L) who have a 10-year ASCVD risk of 7.5% or higher, chronic inflammatory disorders and HIV are risk-enhancing factors and in risk discussion favor moderate-intensity statin therapy or high-intensity statin therapy (S4.5.5-1–S4.5.5-12).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>2. In patients with chronic inflammatory disorders or HIV, a fasting lipid profile and assessment of ASCVD risk factors can be useful as a) a guide to benefit of statin therapy and b) for monitoring or adjusting lipid-lowering drug therapy before and 4 to 12 weeks after starting inflammatory disease-modifying therapy or antiretroviral therapy (S4.5.5-12–S4.5.5-20).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>3. In adults with RA who undergo ASCVD risk assessment with measurement of a lipid profile, it can be useful to recheck lipid values and other major ASCVD risk factors 2 to 4 months after the patient’s inflammatory disease has been controlled (S4.5.5-21–S4.5.5-23).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synopsis

Chronic inflammatory disorders and HIV infection are conditions that often enhance risk. Clinicians should first focus on helping patients with these diagnoses to optimize their lifestyle habits. After a 3- to 6-month trial of lifestyle improvements, including cessation of cigarette smoking, the patient’s 10-year ASCVD risk estimate should be reassessed. If the patient’s ASCVD risk estimate is ≥5% over 10 years, it is reasonable to begin moderate-intensity statin therapy. If the patient or clinician remains uncertain about the need for statin therapy or if the patient has had side effects with a statin in the past, a CAC scan can be used to improve risk assessment. The absence of CAC in a nonsmoking man ≥40 years of age or a nonsmoking woman ≥45 years of age would indicate that the patient is likely at very low risk of an ASCVD event over the subsequent decade. Such patients can then focus on lifestyle habits and delay the decision about statin therapy for about 5 years. Similarly, a CAC score ≥75th percentile for a patient’s age and sex or an absolute score ≥100 Agatston units would support the decision to use statin therapy and intensify lifestyle modifications.

Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. Inflammation promotes atherosclerosis and is a key feature of many chronic rheumatologic inflammatory joint disorders, such systemic lupus erythematosus, RA, and psoriasis (S4.5.5-1). Inflammation mediates the progression of atherosclerosis, as well as instability, erosion, and rupture of vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques (S4.5.5-2). Among individuals with RA, the risk of an MI has been estimated to be similar to that of an adult with diabetes mellitus or one who is about 10 years older without RA (S4.5.5-3). A large meta-analysis found that persons with RA had an approximately 50% increased risk of CVD death (S4.5.5-4). Individuals with systemic lupus erythematosus and advanced psoriasis have a similarly increased risk of CVD (S4.5.5-5–S4.5.5-7). HIV infection is associated with an increased risk of an ASCVD event even if viremia has been controlled by antiretroviral therapy (S4.5.5-8). There is an increased risk of MI in association with long-term use of antiretroviral therapy, and MI rates are increased in individuals with HIV (S4.5.5-9). Traditional ASCVD risk factors, long-term use of
antiretroviral therapy, prolonged immune activation, and inflammation are mediators of atherosclerosis progression and development (S4.5.5-9, S4.5.5-10). Coinfection with hepatitis C virus is frequently present in HIV-infected individuals and further increases ASCVD risk (S4.5.5-11, S4.5.5-12).

2. The accuracy of the ASCVD risk estimator has not been well validated for adults with chronic inflammatory disorders or HIV infection. Assessment of traditional risk factors often has resulted in underestimation of actual risk and the potential for undertreatment with pharmacological therapy (S4.5.5-13, S4.5.5-14). Traditional risk factors should be assessed early in the disease process and then modified. Rates of smoking in HIV-infected adults have generally been 2 to 3 times that of the general population (S4.5.5-15, S4.5.5-16). Multiple studies have demonstrated underestimation of ASCVD risk in patients with chronic inflammatory conditions or HIV (S4.5.5-15, S4.5.5-16). Antiretroviral therapy may adversely affect lipid levels, glycemic control, and endothelial function (S4.5.5-17–S4.5.5-19) and has been associated with adverse changes in body composition (lipodystrophy). However, use of newer agents may lessen the metabolic derangements of antiretroviral therapy. Similarly, the use of prednisone in chronic inflammatory diseases may worsen glycemic control and dyslipidemia (S4.5.5-20). The most common lipid abnormality phenotype in persons with HIV infection is an elevated triglyceride level with a low HDL-C. In HIV-infected adults, triglycerides should preferentially be measured in the fasting state.

3. Patients with RA who are untreated or who have high disease activity generally have decreased levels of TC, triglycerides, HDL-C, and LDL-C (S4.5.5-21). These lower lipid levels are likely attributable in part to increased inflammation and may lead to functional proatherogenic changes, such as decreased cholesterol efflux capacity of HDL-C (S4.5.5-22). Treatment with anti-inflammatory medications, such as tumor necrosis factor alpha inhibitors or methotrexate, is associated with an increase in and normalization of lipid levels and a reduction in the ratio of TC to HDL-C (S4.5.5-23). Thus, to produce a more accurate risk estimate, ASCVD risk estimation should be repeated when the patient has a stable and low disease activity with normalization of their lipid levels; lower lipid levels measured during high disease activity may lead to a significant underestimation of ASCVD risk for patients with RA.

5. Statin Safety and Statin-Associated Side Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1. A clinician–patient risk discussion is recommended before initiation of statin therapy to review net clinical benefit, weighing the potential for ASCVD risk reduction against the potential for statin-associated side effects, statin–drug interactions, and safety, while emphasizing that side effects can be addressed successfully (S5-1–S5-7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2. In patients with statin-associated muscle symptoms (SAMS), a thorough assessment of symptoms is recommended, in addition to an evaluation for nonstatin causes and predisposing factors (S5-3–S5-7).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. In patients with indication for statin therapy, identification of potential predisposing factors for statin-associated side effects, including new-onset diabetes mellitus and SAMS, is recommended before initiation of treatment (S5-3–S5-7).

4. In patients with statin-associated side effects that are not severe, it is recommended to reassess and to rechallenge to achieve a maximal LDL-C lowering by modified dosing regimen, an alternate statin or in combination with nonstatin therapy (S5-3–S5-8).

5. In patients with increased diabetes mellitus risk or new-onset diabetes mellitus, it is recommended to continue statin therapy, with added emphasis on adherence, net clinical benefit, and the core principles of regular moderate-intensity physical activity, maintaining a healthy dietary pattern, and sustaining modest weight loss (S5-8–S5-12).

6. In patients treated with statins, it is recommended to measure creatine kinase levels in individuals with severe statin-associated muscle symptoms, objective muscle weakness, and to measure liver transaminases (aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase) as well as total bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase (hepatic panel) if there are symptoms suggesting hepatotoxicity (S5-13–S5-15).

7. In patients at increased ASCVD risk with chronic, stable liver disease (including non-alcoholic fatty liver disease) when appropriately indicated, it is reasonable to use statins after obtaining baseline measurements and determining a schedule of monitoring and safety checks (S5-16–S5-18).

8. In patients at increased ASCVD risk with severe statin-associated muscle symptoms or recurrent statin-associated muscle symptoms despite appropriate statin rechallenge, it is reasonable to use RCT proven nonstatin therapy that is likely to provide net clinical benefit (S5-5, S5-6, S5-19).

9. Coenzyme Q10 is not recommended for routine use in patients treated with statins or for the treatment of SAMS (S5-20, S5-21).

10. In patients treated with statins, routine measurements of creatine kinase and transaminase levels are not useful (S5-13–S5-15).

### Synopsis

Statin therapy is usually well tolerated and safe (S5-1, S5-14, S5-22–S5-24). As with other classes of medications, associated side effects are seen. Instead of the label *statin intolerance*, the present guideline prefers *statin-associated side effects* because the large majority of patients are able to tolerate statin rechallenge with an alternative statin or alternative regimen, such as reduced dose or in combination with nonstatins. Although infrequent or rare in clinical trials, statin-associated side effects can be challenging to assess and manage (S5-25, S5-26). The most frequent are SAMS. SAMS usually are subjective myalgia, reported observationally in 5% to 20% of patients (S5-11–S5-14). SAMS often result in nonadherence and can adversely impact ASCVD outcomes (S5-27–S5-29). Statins modestly increase risk of incident diabetes mellitus in susceptible individuals (S5-8–S5-11), but this should not be cause for discontinuation (Table 6. In patients treated with statins, it is recommended to measure creatine kinase levels in individuals with severe statin-associated muscle symptoms, objective muscle weakness, and to measure liver transaminases (aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase) as well as total bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase (hepatic panel) if there are symptoms suggesting hepatotoxicity (S5-13–S5-15).
11). The present guideline recommends a comprehensive approach to statin-associated symptoms. The clinician should reassess, rediscuss, and encourage rechallenge as the initial approach unless side effects are severe. Ongoing communication is integral to patient care, as is regular monitoring to check for adherence, adequacy of response, new associated symptoms, and reaffirmation of benefit (S5-2).

### Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text

1. A clinician–patient risk discussion focused on indications, benefits, risks of statin-associated side effects, and patient concerns and preferences should precede initiation of statin treatment (S5-2). This dialogue is the foundation of a longitudinal care partnership that is based on informed decision-making. Future encounters should address statin response, emphasize adherence, and reaffirm benefit. Statin-associated symptoms should be comprehensively assessed, and because most can be well managed (S5-3–S5-7), the goal should be to optimize patient-centered strategies for ASCVD prevention.

2. The majority of SAMS are subjective myalgia (pain, aches) in the absence of other findings (S5-13, S5-25, S5-30). Myalgia is more likely to be statin associated if it is bilateral, involves proximal muscles, has its onset within weeks to months after initiation of statins, and resolves after discontinuation of statins (S5-13, S5-14). A thorough assessment of symptoms is recommended, in addition to evaluation for nonstatin etiologies, assessment of predisposing factors, and a physical exam. Objective muscle weakness (myopathy) and associated significant increase in CK (myositis) are rare (S5-1, S5-22, S5-30) but require prompt statin cessation and evaluation for reversible causes. Rhabdomyolysis (CK > 10 times upper limit of normal, with evidence of renal injury) is exceedingly rare and usually encountered in the setting of a patient with several predisposing comorbidities and concomitant high-risk medications (S5-1, S5-22, S5-30). It requires immediate medical attention.

3. Before lipid-lowering therapy with a statin is initiated, a comprehensive evaluation of musculoskeletal symptoms (with documentation) is recommended because such symptoms are common at baseline in the general adult population (S5-3–S5-6). Before therapy, it is also important to identify predisposing factors for SAMS, including demographics, comorbid conditions, and use of medications that can adversely affect statin metabolism (S5-3, S5-13, S5-14) (Table 11). Proactive and preemptive identification of patients at potential increased risk of statin-associated side effects should help guide informed clinical decision-making and is supportive of the goals of safe and effective therapy.

4. Several creatively designed randomized crossover trials in patients with SAMS (S5-3–S5-7) support a management strategy of statin discontinuation until symptoms improve, followed by rechallenge with a reduced dose, alternative agent, or alternative dosing regimen while monitoring for recurrent symptoms. If the approach of reassess, rediscuss (net clinical benefit), and rechallenge is used, a majority of patients will be able to be successfully treated with at least one or several statins (S5-29, S5-31). In patients at increased ASCVD risk, the goal should be to treat with the guideline-recommended maximally tolerated statin dose. Patients who experience rhabdomyolysis with statin therapy may need to discontinue statin use indefinitely, although reversible causes should be sought (S5-32). Clinicians should be aware of a rare disorder, statin-associated autoimmune myopathy (muscle weakness, marked and persistent CK elevation, presence of HMG CoA reductase [HMGCR] antibodies, necrotizing myopathy, and lack of or incomplete resolution on statin discontinuation), that requires statin cessation and additional therapy directed at the autoimmune process (S5-32). Patients with statin-associated autoimmune myopathy may benefit from seeing a neurologist specializing in neuromuscular disorders.

5. Evidence indicates that statins modestly increase the risk of incident or statin-associated new-onset diabetes mellitus in individuals with predisposing risk factors for diabetes mellitus, components of the metabolic syndrome, and higher-intensity statin use (S5-8–S5-11). The specific mechanisms leading to statin-associated diabetes mellitus remain unclear, although it is unlikely that statins directly cause
diabetes mellitus. Rather, it appears that a small number of individuals with diabetic susceptibility cross the threshold to incident diabetes mellitus after statin therapy is initiated. It is important that patients are informed of the potential risk of new-onset diabetes mellitus before initiation of statin therapy. Because the benefits of statin therapy are shown to outweigh the risks of new-onset diabetes mellitus, the possibility of incident diabetes mellitus should not be a contraindication to statin therapy or indication for statin discontinuation (S5-8, S5-14, S5-33). In individuals at increased risk of both ASCVD and incident diabetes mellitus, it is recommended that counseling based on the ADA prevention approach be provided. This approach encourages regular moderate physical activity, maintaining a healthy dietary pattern, and sustaining modest weight loss (according to the core principles of the Diabetes Prevention Program) (S5-12).

6. In patients with statin-associated side effects, it is recommended that CK be measured in the case of severe SAMS and in the presence of objective muscle weakness. After baseline liver transaminases, the FDA recommends measuring transaminases (aspartate aminotransferase [serum glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase] and alanine aminotransferase [serum glutamic-pyruvic transaminase]) if there are signs or symptoms suggesting hepatotoxicity (S5-13–S5-15).

7. An asymptomatic increase in transaminases (>3 times upper limit of normal) is an infrequent statin-associated side effect that often resolves with dose reduction or rechallenge with alternative statins (S5-1, S5-22). Severe statin-associated hepatotoxicity is rare, and the incidence is not impacted by routine monitoring of transaminases (S5-34). A thorough evaluation for nonstatin etiologies is warranted when significant transaminase elevation persists. Importantly, statins are not contraindicated in patients with increased ASCVD risk with chronic, stable liver disease (e.g., nonalcoholic fatty liver), and limited data suggest potential benefit (S5-16–S5-18).

8. Severe statin-associated side effects are rare, and recurrent SAMS are infrequent when a thorough reassessment and management strategy of reassess, rediscuss, and rechallenge is used. In patients at increased ASCVD risk with severe statin-associated side effects or recurrent SAMS, nonstatin therapy should be considered when there is net clinical benefit (S5-5, S5-6, S5-19).

9. The clinical diagnosis of SAMS remains challenging, given that the majority of symptoms are subjective and definitive diagnostic criteria do not exist (S5-13). Multiple potential mechanisms have been suggested to contribute to SAMS, including depletion of ubiquinone or coenzyme Q10. Available evidence, however, does not support the use of coenzyme Q10 supplementation for routine use in patients treated with statins or for the treatment of SAMS (S5-20, S5-21).

10. The majority of SAMS are subjective myalgia in the absence of other findings (S5-3, S5-13, S5-14, S5-23, S5-30), and an asymptomatic increase in transaminases (>3 times upper limit of normal) is an infrequent statin-associated side effect (S5-1, S5-22, S5-24). Therefore, CK and transaminase levels should not be routinely measured given the unlikely impact on clinical outcomes, and the lack of established cost effectiveness (S5-15).
Table 11. Statin-Associated Side Effects (SASE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statin-Associated Side Effects</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Predisposing Factors</th>
<th>Quality of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statin-associated muscle symptoms (SAMS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgias (CK Normal)</td>
<td>Infrequent (1% to 5%) in RCTs; frequent (5% to 10%) in observational studies and clinical setting</td>
<td>Age, female sex, low body mass index, high-risk medications (CYP3A4 inhibitors, OATP1B1 inhibitors), comorbidities (HIV, renal, liver, thyroid, preexisting myopathy), Asian ancestry, excess alcohol, high levels of physical activity, and trauma</td>
<td>RCTs cohorts/observational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myositis/myopathy (CK &gt; ULN) with concerning symptoms or objective weakness</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>RCTs cohorts/observational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhabdomyolysis (CK &gt;10× ULN + renal injury)</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>RCTs cohorts/observational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin-associated autoimmune myopathy (HMGCR antibodies, incomplete resolution)</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>Case reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New-onset diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>Depends on population; more frequent if diabetes mellitus risk factors are present, such as body mass index ≥30, fasting blood sugar ≥100 mg/dL; metabolic syndrome, or A1c ≥6% (8).</td>
<td>Diabetes mellitus risk factors/metabolic syndrome High-intensity statin therapy</td>
<td>RCTs/meta-analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaminase elevation 3× ULN</td>
<td>Infrequent</td>
<td></td>
<td>RCTs/cohorts/observational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic failure</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Central nervous system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rare/unclear</th>
<th>Case reports; no increase in memory/cognition problems in 3 large-scale RCTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>No definite association</td>
<td>RCTs/meta-analyses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unclear/unfounded</th>
<th>Unclear/unfounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renal function</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataracts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendon rupture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic stroke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial lung disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low testosterone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CK indicates creatine kinase; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HMGCR, 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl-coenzyme A reductase; SAMS, statin-associated muscle symptoms; SAAM, statin-associated autoimmune myopathy; SASE, statin associated side effects; and ULN, upper limit of normal.

6. Implementation

Recommendations for Implementation

Referenced studies that support recommendations are summarized in Online Data Supplements 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COR</th>
<th>LOE</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1. Interventions focused on improving adherence to prescribed therapy are recommended for management of adults with elevated cholesterol levels, including telephone reminders, calendar reminders, integrated multidisciplinary educational activities, and pharmacist-led interventions, such as simplification of the drug regimen to once-daily dosing (S6-1–S6-4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>2. Clinicians, health systems, and health plans should identify patients who are not receiving guideline-directed medical therapy and should facilitate the initiation of appropriate guideline-directed medical therapy, using multifaceted strategies to improve guideline implementation (S6-5, S6-6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>B-NR</td>
<td>3. Before therapy is prescribed, a patient-clinician discussion should take place to promote shared decision-making and should include the potential for ASCVD risk-reduction benefit, adverse effects, drug-drug interactions, and patient preferences (S6-7, S6-8).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synopsis

Guideline publication does not guarantee guideline implementation. Healthcare delivery is complex, and barriers to guideline implementation can occur at the patient, clinician, health system, and health plan levels, leading to gaps in care. A more concerted effort, with multifaceted strategies aimed at the patient,
clinician, health system, and health plan, is needed to overcome the barriers and achieve wider guideline implementation (Table S7). The patient is a key player in successful guideline implementation, and the clinician–patient discussion is crucial to the successful initiation and continuation of guideline-directed management and therapy (Table 7). As part of the clinician–patient discussion, the patient should be encouraged to state what was heard, ask questions, express values and preferences, and state ability and willingness to adhere to lifestyle changes and medications. This is where a discussion of out-of-pocket costs can occur. Clinicians should use multiple interventions to promote adherence, including asking more specific questions about adherence, aiming for once-daily dosing, using automated reminders, participating in multidisciplinary educational activities, and using pharmacist-led interventions.

**Recommendation-Specific Supportive Text**

1. Interventions focused on improving adherence to prescribed therapy are recommended for management of adults with elevated cholesterol levels. A Cochrane systematic review demonstrated that intensification of patient care interventions improves both short- and long-term adherence to medication, as well as meaningful reduction in LDL-C levels. Interventions include telephone reminders, calendar reminders, integrated multidisciplinary educational activities, simplification of the drug regimen to once-daily dosing, and pharmacist-led interventions (S6-1–S6-4). Clinicians may wish to review Table S7 in the Web Supplement, “Strategies to Improve Guideline Implementation by Setting and Target Audience Measures to Improve Lipid Medication Adherence.”

2. Clinicians do not follow guidelines for many reasons (S6-9), and cholesterol guideline implementation has not been optimal (S6-10–S6-13). Interventions aimed at the clinician may improve guideline implementation. Educational outreach or academic detailing visits are generally effective for improving process-of-care, clinical, cost-reduction, and cost-effectiveness outcomes (S6-5). Audits of individual clinical performance and feedback are generally effective in improving process-of-care and clinical outcomes (S6-5). Reminders and individual pay-for-performance are generally effective for cost reduction (S6-5).

Even if guideline-directed management and therapy are prescribed, patients may be nonadherent or not get the prescribed medication for a variety of reasons (S6-14). Patients who are initially adherent to statin therapy may not demonstrate long-term adherence (S6-15, S6-16). Adherent patients, with and without clinical ASCVD, have improved outcomes and reduced costs (S6-15, S6-17–S6-20). Formulary restrictions and prior authorization requirements have been associated with care delays and nonadherence (S6-21). Interventions aimed at the patient may improve adherence and clinical outcomes.

Guideline implementation strategies that are aimed at the patient, clinician, health system, and health plan are needed. Barriers to guideline implementation should be analyzed in advance, and implementation strategies should be tailored to the setting and target audience. Multiple strategies may be needed to effectively implement guidelines (S6-5, S6-6) (Table S7 in the Web Supplement).

3. Patients who participate in shared decision-making may have better health outcomes, better healthcare experiences, and lower costs (S6-7, S6-8). During the clinician–patient risk discussion with shared decision-making, the patient participates with the clinician in deciding lifestyle modifications, medication treatment, and goals of therapy. The clinician should explain the patient’s risk of clinical ASCVD and how the treatment recommendations reduce ASCVD risk. The patient should verbalize values, attitudes, abilities, concerns, and personal goals for making lifestyle changes and taking medications, including concerns about cost (S6-22). The clinician may use a checklist to facilitate shared decision-making with the patient (Table S8 in the Web Supplement).

The clinician should use tools and techniques to support shared decision-making (S6-7, S6-22–S6-26). Decision aids may allow the patient to be more knowledgeable, have better risk perception, and have a clearer understanding of their values (S6-8, S6-27). Question prompt lists may increase
knowledge by including questions about the purpose or goal of treatment, the risk with and without treatment, how the medication should be taken, potential side effects and how to manage them, when to notify the office, and monitoring and follow-up. Motivational interviewing (S6-28) and decision coaching may also promote patient knowledge and satisfaction.

7. Cost and Value Considerations

7.1. Economic Value Considerations: PCSK9 Inhibitors

ACC/AHA clinical guidelines now recognize the importance of considering economic value in making recommendations, in accordance with the principles established by an expert group (S7.1-1). PCSK9 inhibitors further reduce LDL-C when combined with other LDL-lowering drugs, and they reduced composite cardiovascular events in 2 RCTs of high-risk, secondary-prevention patients with clinical ASCVD (S7.1-2). The cost-effectiveness and economic value of PCSK9 inhibitors have been assessed by using simulation models (Online Data Supplements 47 and 48); the published models are based on different sets of assumptions. Compared with statin therapy for secondary prevention, PCSK9 inhibitors have incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (S7.1-3) from $141,700 to $450,000 per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) added, at mid-2018 list prices. None of the published models report “good value” (<$50,000 per QALY added; Table 12), and virtually all indicate “low value” (≥$150,000 per QALY added). All models projected mortality benefit by assuming that mortality rate reductions either parallel LDL-C lowering (S7.1-4) or parallel RRRs for nonfatal ASCVD events.

All models project higher lifetime cost from use of PCSK9 inhibitors because the cost will exceed any savings from prevention of cardiovascular events. To be cost-effective by conventional standards, the cost of PCSK9 inhibitors will have to be reduced on the order of 70% to 85% in the United States (S7.1-3). At any given price, the economic value of PCSK9 inhibitors will be improved by restricting their use to patients at very high-risk of ASCVD events, as recommended in the present guidelines. The inverse relationship between improved survival and the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (Figure 3) indicates that the economic value of PCSK9 inhibitors will be improved by selecting higher-risk patients. One simulation model suggested that restricting the use of PCSK9 inhibitor therapy to patients with baseline LDL-C levels ≥119 mg/dL (≥3 mmol/L), instead of ≥70 mg/dL (≥1.8 mmol/L), would improve their cost-effectiveness to $150,000 per QALY added, instead of $268,000 (S7.1-5). Another study projected a similar improvement in economic value (S7.1-6). Thus, raising the threshold for LDL-C on maximal statin therapy to initiate a PCSK9 inhibitor should improve its cost-effectiveness (Figure 3).

Only 2 economic models have specifically examined the value provided by PCSK9 inhibitors for primary prevention in patients with heterozygous FH (Online Data Supplement 45). One model (S7.1-7) found low value when PCSK9 inhibitors were used for Fh ($503,000 per QALY added), whereas the second model (S7.1-8) reported intermediate value (incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of $75,900 per QALY added). Consequently, the value of PCSK9 inhibitor therapy in FH is uncertain.
Table 12. Proposed Integration of Level of Value Into Clinical Guideline Recommendations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High value:</td>
<td>Better outcomes at lower cost or ICER &lt;$50,000 per QALY gained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate value:</td>
<td>$50,000 to &lt;$150,000 per QALY gained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low value:</td>
<td>≥$150,000 per QALY gained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain value:</td>
<td>Value examined, but data are insufficient to draw a conclusion because of absence of studies, low-quality studies, conflicting studies, or prior studies that are no longer relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not assessed:</td>
<td>Value not assessed by the writing committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proposed abbreviations for each value recommendation:

Level of value: H to indicate high value; I, intermediate value; L, low value; U, uncertain value; and NA, value not assessed.

*Dollar amounts used in this table are based on U.S. GDP data from 2012 and were obtained from WHO-CHOICE Cost-Effectiveness Thresholds (S7.1-9). Reproduced from Anderson et al. (S7.1-1).

GDP indicates gross domestic product; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life-years; and WHO-CHOICE, World Health Organization Choosing Interventions that are Cost-Effective.
Conceptual relationship between the clinical effectiveness of PCSK9 inhibitor therapy, measured in QALYs added compared with statin therapy, on the horizontal axis, and their clinical value, measured in dollars per QALY added, on the vertical axis. The top curve indicates the relationship at full U.S. list price of PCSK9 inhibitor therapy ($14,000/y), the middle curve indicates the relationship if the price were reduced by 50% (i.e., to $7,000/y), and the bottom curve indicates the relationship if the price were reduced by 75% (i.e., to $3,500/y). Reproduced from Hlatky et al (S7.1-3). CV indicates cardiovascular; and QALY, quality-adjusted life-years.
8. Limitations and Knowledge Gaps

8.1. Randomized Controlled Trials

ACC/AHA guidelines are based largely on the outcomes of RCTs. Cholesterol guidelines have fortunately benefited from a large number of RCTs of cholesterol-lowering therapies. They have established that greater reductions of LDL-C are accompanied by greater reductions in risk of ASCVD. Robust RCTs exist for both primary and secondary prevention. Most of the data from RCTs have been obtained with statin therapy. Important limited data have also been obtained with nonstatins as add-on drugs to statin therapy. Nevertheless, more data are needed to determine the full scope of the benefit of nonstatin drugs. Several important questions need to be addressed by additional RCTs.

1. In secondary prevention, does a lower limit for LDL-C attainment exist, beyond which the incremental benefit attained is worth neither the risks nor the cost of additional therapy?
2. In secondary prevention, what are the indications for adding PCSK9 inhibitors to maximal statin therapy?
3. In patients with ASCVD who have statin-associated side effects, are PCSK9 inhibitors an effective and safe substitute for high-intensity statins?
4. In primary prevention for adults 45 to 75 years of age (LDL-C <90 mg/dL [<2.3 mmol/L]) with or without diabetes mellitus, what is the incremental risk reduction imparted by high-intensity statins as compared with moderate-intensity statins?
5. In primary prevention for adults 45 to 75 years of age (LDL-C <190 mg/dL [<4.9 mmol/L]) with or without diabetes mellitus, what is the incremental risk reduction imparted by moderate-intensity statins plus ezetimibe as compared with moderate-intensity statins alone?
6. Is statin therapy efficacious and safe in older patients (>75 years of age)? If so, what is a net benefit of statin therapy in this age group?
7. In patients with severe hypercholesterolemia, what are the efficacy and net benefit of PCSK9 inhibitors as add-on treatment to maximal statin therapy?
8. What is the efficacy of moderate-intensity and high-intensity statin therapy in patients with risk-enhancing factors (e.g., chronic inflammatory disease, CKD, metabolic syndrome)?

8.2. Risk Assessment

In primary prevention, the appropriate selection of patients for cholesterol-lowering drug therapy is highly dependent on risk assessment. Previous guidelines made use of risk-assessment algorithms (e.g., Framingham risk scoring or PCE) to estimate risk. Although these equations are useful, they may overestimate or underestimate risk for individual patients. For this reason, the 2013 ACC/AHA guidelines (S8.2-1) introduced the clinician–patient risk discussion to facilitate clinical decisions about appropriate therapy. In the present guidelines, the clinician–patient risk discussion has been amplified and made an integral part of the clinical decision. In addition, in cases in which uncertainty exists, the measurement of CAC has been proposed as a third step in making a treatment decision. Each of these steps could be improved for future guidelines.

8.2.1. Continuing Refinement of PCE

Because the population baseline risk may be continually declining in the U.S. population, ongoing epidemiological study is needed to assess and update population risk. An example is the development of QRISK in the U.K. population, which is continually expanding its scope.
8.2.2. Improvement in Lifetime Risk Estimate

The present guidelines include a lifetime ASCVD risk algorithm for those 20 to 59 years of age, but it is based on an insufficient database. Along with a risk algorithm for short-term risk of ASCVD (e.g., 10 years), a more robust lifetime risk algorithm would facilitate the clinician–patient risk discussion for treatment decisions.

8.2.3. Refinement of Clinician–Patient Risk Discussion

An ongoing study of how a clinician can best interact with a patient to arrive at an informed decision must be done, taking multiple factors into consideration. This is particularly important because cholesterol-lowering therapy is meant to be a lifetime therapy.

8.2.4. Monitoring and Adjustment of Treatment

The clinician–patient risk discussion will likely prove inadequate unless an ongoing interaction between the patient and clinician occurs. This involves monitoring the effectiveness of therapy and adherence to therapy. Thus, the clinician–patient risk discussion should include more than the initial treatment decision. Ongoing research on how to improve the entire process of initial decision-making and long-term follow-up is necessary.

8.2.5. Prognostic Significance of CAC

The present guideline makes use of the available data to predict the risk associated with CAC. These data need to be amplified by new and ongoing studies to guide treatment decisions. Particular uncertainty exists about the predictive value of intermediate CAC scores. In addition, the predictive significance of a CAC score of zero must be further verified in follow-up studies. For patients with a CAC score of zero, it is currently uncertain when and if follow-up CAC measurements should be done to reassess risk status.
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